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ROMANCE AND EFFORT.

Bv G, WlNrnnop Youuc.

llt tpohcn by him ,in toasting the Cl,ub at its Annual Dinner,)
)lu t6th Noacmber, tgro.)

lb ny mincl, and I hope to yours, the hour immediately
uPon on excellent dinner, amid mbst delightful
alrotrld be consccrated to cofiee and contemplation.

gilHplvor would clescribe our condition as one of poetic
lpn-our lricnds might call it by another name.

Lt€ttc€ it is rcpose-and repose is not consonant with
€htr*etlon of making an after-dinner speech. Upon

lf Occaaion our characteristically British King,
IV,, callccl emphatically on

loft nurse
Sleep, gentle Sleep,

a quite reasonable protest against
his author forced upon him,-

ldm i edding

ft thh hour nrloop t

My poorest subjects

lf thl poorolt, then what is to be said of the
of cwekoning, through the drowsiness of dessert

which

HPty dlrhor, the richest subject of all, the subject of
I &untrlil " ? I know well that I am supposed to be

thr Rnrnblerr' Club, but I count it among the

$lUuror thEt hove fallen to me in life to be attached,
ftqulrrly, to your Club ; and since I cannot regard

6IgUr u exhtlng apart from the mountains, I shall
il lnoludr the prrt ln the whole, and delay your
* r lcw momonh whllc wlrhing e health to thc

ilt€ilrt rnd thr wlldort of thcm I
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My friend Mr. Claud Schuster, in a charming speech to
you last year, to which, in the parlance of newspaper coires-

pondence, " my attention has just been called," had the

audacity to pillory me as typical of a presumably inferior
class of mountaineers, one which cares only for the difficulty
and danger of climbing, and whose taste is dulled to the

more subtle charms of mountain beauty and atmosphere.

Now in the first place I do not think such a difierentiation
exists. In the second place, if it did, Mr. Schuster could

not claim that he or I belong exclusively to either section

of it. Why, for his part, when I first met him, he was

spurring an exhausted guide in furious progression along the

extreme crest of the Egginer-grat ! And, for my part, if I
cannot claim to follow him, in anything but my admiration, on

his annual literary discursions and discussions about the

remoter purlieus of Mont Blanc, I can count upon his in-

dulgence towards my one modest dedication at the shrine

o{ Mountain Romance.
But having dissociated Mr. Schuster personally {rom his

glittering pose, I shall have pleasure in showing you on

what a fallacy its brilliance is based. What is the charm

of my5fsly or beauty if we are forbidden to attempt to
penetrate or possess it ? What is the use of a mountain

but to go up it ? Why, when our nascent strength and

appreciation have sampled the glories of smooth curve and

yielding slope, is our manhood to refrain from fathoming

the rare secrets, the richer inspiration of dominant precipice

and untrodden summit ? No ! A true mountaineer can

nevei be h"ppy in the hills until he has gripped the very
heart of their beauty, and that heart lies hidden behind the
pitiless ice-wall, the hardest ribs of rock' You, gentlemen,

I know, go further; you are not content until you have

sounded more ominous depths, and taken your auguries of

happy scrambling from the very entrails of the hills !

To my mind, and my assumption is no less legitimate,
the problem-climber is the real poet. He is the truest mystic

whose imagination can create for him all Monte Rosa in
a Snowdon boulder ; just as a child, the only genuine

romanticist, fashions a Himalaya finer than all fact from
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his Land of Counterpane. Was there ever a man who loved
the mountains as we all love them-progressively, and did
not want to climb them-progressively ? Even Ruskin
scaled the Feils and only discovered the greased-poliness of
the Gr6pon because the Gr6pon was not then every
mountaineer's money : as a poor epicure might argue:-
" How glorious to drink the brown beer of British peaks,
because we can all afford to get outside it; but the
man who unseals the red champagne of Chamonix rocks
is a wastrel and an acrobat !."

You probably know well enough what Ruskin and Shelley
and ,iEschylus and Wordsworth and Stevenson and the other
prophets of Peak and Open Air have had to say, but perhaps
you will allow me to illustrate my point from a few less likely
sources. I have chosen them myself at random, from memory.

Who more unlikely to seek danger for its own sake than
prosaic Livy ? And yet Livy knew all about the qualities
of avalanche snow. Listen to him, in old Philemon Holland's
translation, describing " the slabbery snow-broth that melts
" and relents about our heels."

What of Roger Ascham, the first of serious-minded
pedagogues ? He had a very poor opinion of your mere
walker: " Walking alone into the field hath no token in it,
" a pastyme lyke a simple man which is neither flesh nor
" f,she."

Sir Philip Sydney, the gallant gentleman of all time, is
only sorrowful that his rock-climbing days are over:

The rocks which were of constant mind, the mark
In climbing steep, now hard refusal show.

You would not expect gymnastics from Dr. Johnson, the
Lexicographer. This, however, is his argument, taken from
Rasselas, which incidentally meets Mr. Schuster at every
point. The Prince is protesting against crossing the hills :

" I have been told," he says, " that respiration is difficult
" upon lofty mountains, yet from these precipices it is

" very easy to fall; therefore I suspect that from any height
" where life can be supported there may be danger of too
" quick descent." " Nothing," replied the artist (who is
clearly Dr. Johnson), " nothing will ever be attempted if all
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" possible objections must be first overcome." A very
sound mountaineering pirilosophy !

To avoid fatiguing you I will only refer in passing to
a few more improbable evidences. The most classic o{
poets, Gray, is an unexpected convert to the fever : " These
" mountains are ecstatic a fig {or your poets and
" painters, your gentlemen and clergyrnen who have not
" been among them ! " Gentle Charles Lamb was an
enthusiastic Fell-climber. Miss Jane Austen-what speaker
dare now omit reference to the claims of women-very
properly makes the most charming of her heroines remark :-
" What are men to rocks and rnountains ? " The order of
her preference is significant : she puts the clifi-climb first,
the mountain second and, of course, the men last.

In the poet Keats, however, we lost prematurely not only
the most exquisite of poets but the most promising of
crag-climbers. I need not refer to his ascents of Ben Nevis
and elsewhere, but a sentence in one letter is a most
noteworthy admission of his familiarity with technical
diffrculty. He had varied a long morning walk with some
rock scrambling on the cliffs of Lodore, and writes :-" I had
" an easy climb about the fragments of rocks, and
" should have got, I think, to the summit, but unfortunately
" I was stopped by slipping one leg into a squashy hole."
These unforeseen " squashy holes " on ridge or glacier are
the real dangers of the mountains, far more than the
difficulties of a purely technical character which we are
condemned for essaying.

The truth is that no man or boy can confine his pleasure
to one aspect of the hills. The ever-receding horizons of
mountain difficulty entice his eyes and feet from the moment
he once leaves the highway.

In my own case, if I may introduce so slender an
illustration, I first saw rocks, so far as I can remember,
as a child, on your Yorkshire moors, and our host at
Malham Tarn presented our nursery with a terrifying
picture of Gordale Scar, under which he had written
" The Road to Church." As I was far too conscientious
a child ever to conceive ot not going to church. all my
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earliest speculations were directed towards the discovery oI
routes-that must clearly exist-up the impossible rocks in
the photograph. That was the first lure.

Later, but still nearly a quarter of a century ago, I started
mountaineering with my father. My first rock ascent, the
first use of my feet and hands, was on Tryfan. On the
summit we met two men with a rope. At once.I was fired
with an interest that has only grown with the years. But
it was not until quite recently that I learned that this was
the occasion of the first ascent of the North Gully by the
brothers Williams, and that I had been associated (however
remotely) with the real beginning of the rock-climbing era
in Wales.

Yet a few years later I made my first trip, in big boots,
to the Lakes, still in a spirit that would have contented the
most orthodox mountain rambler. On the platform at
Keswick a square genial man came up to me and said:-
" You must forgive my interest, but what rocks are you
" bound for ? Nailed boots go straight to my heart.',
That was John Robinson, and I was at once plunged into
all the rush of the new epoch of Lake climbing.

You see I never had a chance ! None of us have who
once feel the grit of the granite through the heather. Once
started on the slopes of Mountain Adventure we discover
that evely advance that we make in climbing science reveals
to us new enchantments and stimulates our power of
enjoying them. Our limit of advance in difficulty or danger
is fixed not by a smaller or greater possession of romantic
feeling, but by our physical fitness or by the restrictions of
the family or pro{essional claims which we voluntarily accept.
We all chase the Will-o'-the-Wisp Romance. We differ only
in our ability to overtake him on difierent kinds of ground.
Some lurk for him easily in the valleys, some run him down
doggedly on the moors, some overtake him, with the use of
every good fibre that is in them, on the greater and
fiercer cliffs.

We are all at heart romanticists. In all but perfor-
mance we are alike, It is not easily perceptible, becausc
we are not all equally qualified to give expression to our
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inspiration. And here lies the real difierence. The wilder
the chase and the more marvellous the capture, the less
are we able to speak of it to other folk. I will give you
an instance in two letters I got during this last extra-
ordinary se:Fon of unequal weather. The first was from
a sub-alpine enthusiast, who had spent most of his time
glowering at the clouds from the smoking-room window.
He wrote four sides of romantic speculation about what he
had not been able to do. The other was a post-card from
a climber who had been sleeping out and traversing peaks,
day after day, under conditions that nothing but the
strongest imagination could have made pleasant. He
wrote simply : " Great Casar ! Great season ! All rain
" and rnoraine ! "

The core of the matter is all contained in the story of the
development of our new climbing prophet, John Keats.
When he started on his pilgrimage, he wrote flamboyantly :-
There was a naughty boy
And a naughty boy was he !

He took
An Inkstand
In his Hand
And a Pen,
Big as ten,
In the other.

And away
In a Pother
IIe ran
To the Mountains,
And Fountains,
And Ghostes,
And Postes,
And Witches,
And Ditches.

And wrote,
In his coat, [cool-
When the weather was
(Fear of gout) ;
And without, [warm.
When the weather was
Oh I the charm
When we choose
To follow one's nose
To the North, to the

North,
To follow one's nose to

the North !

That was Keats as a poetic or romantic rambler. Now
hear him after four months of the discipline of difficulty :

" I am now comparatively a mountaineer. I have been
" among wilds and mountains too much to break out much
" about their grandeur."

Gentlemen, when I drink to the Club to-night, it is coupled
with the wish that you may never cease to feel the joy of the
weary foot and the dragging muscle; for I am persuad.e<l
that only through the discipline of efiort and under tht:
stimulus of progressive discovery is the sense quickened tcr
the full realization of Mountain Romance.

The Hel,m Winil.

THE HELM WIND.

Bv Creuor E. BBNsoN.

We know, that is to say Science tells us, that the cyclones,

typhoons, hurricanes, tornadoes and such-like atmospheric
commotions are but the faint reproductions of gales of
a scale and velocity unimaginably greater in the upper air.
When one considers that the diameter of some of our
comparatively innocent cyclones is a thousand miles and
that the estimated velocity of a tornado is something like
a thousand miles an hour, it seems almost ridiculous to turn
to a trifling little draught, rvhose birth, existence and death
are confined within the limits of some forty miles long by
twenty broad of space and of from three to nine days of
time.

A draught, however, is never to be trifled with. There is
the insidious stream of air that finds its way into your study,
plays imperceptibly round your head and gives you a stiff
neck; there is the searching cunent that invades the over-
ventilated railway carriage, chases you round, dodge you
never so wildly, and brings you down with neuralgia; and
there is the malignant draught that sets up pneumonia and
carries ofi the strongest man in a few hours.

Now Cumberland possesses a draught of its own, which
combines all the vileness of the common or household
draught, something of the velocity of a cyclone and certain
peculiarities resembling those of a switchback railway-
a mad, boisterous, headlong, bullying wind that comes

plunging down on to you from the sky, parches you at once

to that condition popularly known as " goose-skin," chills
you to the marrow, crams your hat over your eyes, blows
your umbrella not inside out but down on the stick, and
cnds up by bashing you down with inconsiderate violence
upon Mother Earth, in my case represented by a metalled
road, and then, in my case again, throwing a chunk oI stone
wall at you, hitting you, in {act, when you are down, which is

239
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The Helm Wind..

As soon as Crossfell is sighted we notice with sclme annoyance
that the evening mists we had seen playing around its
summit have thickened into heavy, cumulus-like masses of
vapour, rvhich crown its weather-beaten head with a helmet

of clouds. Never mind I To the keen Rambler the explora-
tion of an unknown fell in a mist is not without its
compensations. Skill and caution are required and there is
just that element of dangel we pretend to find so attractive;
so on we stride. A1l at once the westerly airs cease. There
is something uncanny about this sudden cessation of the
breeze. It does not resemble an ordinary lull. The wind
is cut off, so to speak, and seems to have vanished into
thin air, which by the way is literally true. The stillness oi
the atmosphere is remarkable. The flame of a match burns

upwards unwaveringly. At the same time, as we approach

Crossfell, we are conscious of a sound as of a tempest that
increases in distinctness with every step. Overhead the sky
presents an appearance most unusual. Westwards flom
Crossfell it extends, a clear, unbroken vault of azure, save

that, just above us, and on a level with the summit of the
{e11s, is a thick, motionless bar of vapour. Motionless I

A second lool< shows that it is all alive throughout with
tumultuous motion, writhing, swaying, turning over on

itself, yet never shifting from its position. Between it and

the Pennines the sky is of a peculiar clearness, except that
every now and then small shreds of cloud break away from
the eastward, but, before they have travelled far, are, as

it were, seized upon and dissipated. Meantime the volume
of sound keeps augmenting until as we draw close to the {oot
of the fells, the " clangour and anger of elements " are

round us, though we ourselves are in perfect calm.
On the mountain side we can discern groups of sheep

huddled together under rocks and in hollows, and cvery
now and again puffs and clouds of dust come flying
momentarily downwards and are dispersed. A few paces

{urther and we are struck by a blast of a vehemence and
virulence such as we have never before experienced. No man
can ascend in the teeth of such a wind, and no man can,

as rve find out shortly through assault and battery by the
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un-English. Such is the Helm Wind-I have heard it called
by another title strangely resembling the above in sound,
and did not feel that I could justifiably rebuke the speaker
for unreasoning pro{anity.

Nevertheless, in the warmth and cosiness of my sanctum,
I can contemplate the abomination of the Helm Wind with
equanimity and interest-and even pleasure, inasmuch as the
study transports me back to the bonnie North Country,
and, above all, to glorious Lakeland, three hundred miles
away from this detestable acreage of bricks and mortar.

Let us, myself and some kindly fellow Rambler, carry
ourselves back to our "salad days, when we were green," &c.
Let us imagine that we have stood on the summit of
Helvellyn on a clear day in late spring, or eal"ly summer,
our Baddeley in our hand, picking out with unerring
inaccuracy the wrong peaks and rechristening them as

is the wont of tourists. To the north, however, there
is not much room for mistake. " Due north is Saddlebatk,
" with Skiddaw in all its glory on the left of it, and on the
" right the smiling Eden valley, backed by the somewhat
" wearisome-looking ridge of the Pennine Chain, in which
" Crossfell may be described as 'the best of a bad lot.' "
Poor old Baddeley ! I wonder if my old friend ever
discovered, by closer acquaintance, that the Pennines are
an exceedingly fine lot, as we of the Ramblers know.

Then, however, we rvere in unblest ignorance. " What
" should they know of England, who not even England
" know ?'" Forthwith we propose to remedy our ignorance
by a week-end's peak-bagging in the Northern Pennines,
and naturally mark down for our first quaffy the biggest,
Crossfell, a fine mountain, only about r8o feet lower than
Helvellyn himself. We notice rvithout concern that clouds
are gathering round his head. Only mountain mists, we
assume, and descend Helvellyn en route for Penrith so as

to make as early a start as possible ; for Crossfell is a most
ungetatable mountain, and we shall have to tramp all the
way, unless we forfeit our manhood and take a carriage.

" Fair laughs the morn and so{t the zephyr blows "-
a cloudless sky, with gentle, westerly airs fanning the foliage.
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gale, stand against it. Disconsolately we realize that our
expedition must be abandoned, and turn our faces westwards.

On our return journey we undergo precisely the same

experiences, with a difference. On quitting the tempest zone,

we come first to an absolutely windless space and then to
light, westerly zephyrs. As we near Pooley Bridge, rejoicing
in the prospect of a quiet steamer trip up beautiful Ullswater,'
we are suddenly undeceived and disheartened. A furious
blast, o{ the same character as that which drove us back
{rom Crossfell, but seemingly more violent, and certainly
more penetrating, attacks us from above with extreme
suddenness and brutality. We step out for Pooley Bridge,
shivering in our inadequate summer clothing under the stress

of the wintry weather, till we reach the steamboat pier.
We do not require to be told, or rather to have it yelled in
our ear, by a cowering official, that the steamer will not
run. One glance at the surface of the lake suffices.

The writer of the delightful " Highways and Byways in'
the Lake District " gives a most vivid picture of the plunging
efiect of the Helm Wind on Rydal Water, with which most
of us are familiar,* and mwtatis tnwtandis, making allowances
for the {act that Rydal is the smallest of the lakes and
Ullswater the largest but one, we have in that description
a graphic representation o{ the glittering expanse of tormented
waters before .us. So wild and beautiful is the spectacle that
for a few minutes we forget our discomfort, lost in wonder
and admiration. Then the beastly Helm Wind reasserts

itself unmistakably, and we turn our backs on the lake and
cut to the nearest possible cover. The Sun Inn is full up,
so there is nothing for it but Penrith and thitherward we

set our faces. As we push on, in the teeth of the easterly
gale, we try to cheer our depressed bodies and spirits by

The Helm Wind.

encouraglng shouts of the hot grog we will have at
the " George," when all at once we find ourselves, on the
open road, out of the wind and wrapped in the soft,
warm, westerly airs that had accompanied.us on our
morning walk.

This is by no means an exaggerated description of the
Helm Wind in full blast. I may conceivabiy have over-
localized its operations with regard to its appearance between
Penrith and Ullswater, because one might quite possibly find
it at Penrith, but I have done so advisedly for the purpose

of illustration.
Now I want to call attention to the following features

incidental to the Helm Wind:-(r) The cap of clouds on tlp
Crossfell Range, (z) The violent storm rushing down the
western slopes of Crossfell and its sudden cessation,

(3) The ever-moving, never-shifting bar o{ clouds a short
distance west of and opposite the cap of clouds, (4) The
reappearance of the Helm Wind several miles further west,
plunging downwards with seemingly undiminished intensity,
(5) The presence of light, westerly airs, succeeded by a zone

of perfect calm between Crossfell and the district whele the

wind reappears, (6) The clearness of the atmosphere
between the bar of clouds and the cloud-cap.

I think, too, a rough idea of the contour o{ England from
east to west, in what I may call the Helm Wind district, may
help to explain what happens. From the Durham coast the
ground rises gradually in long stretches of moorland tiil it
reaches its culminating point to the west in Crossfell. On

that side. Cross{ell descends with great steepness to the rich
Eden valley, which, in warm weather, becomes a regular hot-
house. The Lake District, again, is well known for the general
mildness of its sumrr-er temperature, but the main features
I wish to emphasize are the long, gradual rise oI the land
over bleak moors and its sudden drop of two thousand
feet to the warm Eden valley.

(r) In the spring the winds, blowing landwards from the
North Sea, strike the Durham and Northumberland coasts,

and pass westwards over the moorlands, growing cooler and
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t " . . . . For it is not too much to say that at times the whole surface oI Rydal Lake
was mtirely hidden beneath clouds of drivr'ng spray. The agitation of the actual
surface was of course gleat, but that was quite a secondary matter; lor it seemed as
if the gale in its violent and spasmodic rushes scooped up tons of water into the air
and then dashed them with headlong force in glittering and scintillating clouds acros
the lake from shore to shore. The brightness of the sky, the brilliancy of the sun-
shine, the blueness of the lake, immensely heightened the effect. Sometimes the
whirling masses of water were flung in showers back to their element, like tbe play oi
some vast fountain, flashing rainbow colours in the sunshine as they fell; ai other
times, these great spray clouds were driven high ove! the banks and scattered fe md
rvide amid the woods behi\d.,"-Highuays and Byoays in lhe Lahc Dislricl, by
/. G. Bradlcy, Pf,228.9,
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cooler as they go. Naturally mist is generated in the process,
and when they reach the lofty, chill summit of Crossfell, the
moisture they contain condenses and a thick cap, or helmet,
of cloud is formed. From this formation the Helm (Helmet)
Wind takes its name.

(z) Two thousand feet below lies the hot valley. Obeying
the law of Nature, the cold air flows into the wann space,
but in this case the flowing is done at headlong speed; the
east wind literally precipitates itself down the western slope
of the mountain, Here we have the storm rushing down
Crossfell. Now, such is its velocity that, on striking the earth,
it is flung back, shrieking, high into the air, by the mere
violence of its impact. Thus the sudden cessation of the gale
is accounted for.

(3) After its upspring has carried it a certain height, its
encounters a colder stratum of air, and the moisture which
it has pilfered from the surrounding atmosphere (of which
more anon) immediately condenses, {orming a thick bar of
cloud-the Helm Bar. This bar the uprushing Helm Wind
is constantly renewing with moisture, and at the same time,
as it forms an obstacle to its upward progress, constantly
trying to blow away. Here we have the explanation of the
immobility and agitation of the Helm Bar.

(+) The Helm Bar, however, until the atmospheric
conditions become normal, constitutes an impassable barrier
to the wind which, thus deflected, pursues a westward course
through the upper atmosphere till it comes plunging down
on the wann, attractive Lake District. As to the seemingly
undiminished intensity, I wish I could speak with certainty.
A series of measurements of the relative velocity of the wind
on the slopes of Crossfell and at various points in the Lake
District, taken simultaneously several times during the period
of visitation, would be most interesting, but, so {ar as I can
ascertain, no such statistics are available.

(5) Before the coming of the Helm Wind, and on either
side of its course whilst it is in being, westerly airs prevail.
These are only interrupted in the Lake District by the
easterly gale, and, as soon as they are beyond its zone, they
resume till they approach the {oot of the Crossfell Range.
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Now, so violent is the draught caused by the uprush o{ the

Helm Wind in its rebound after striking the earth, that it
catches hold of the light airs and drags them up with it,
thus leaving an absolutely windless space' a breathless

triangle, whose base is the earth and apex the HeIm Bar'

(6) On the other side of the uprush, between it and the

downrush on the slopes of Crossfell, is a similar but more

acute triangle, inverted, an atmospheric V' This, between

the two currents, is absolutely desiccated of moisture by the

descending and ascending air streams. The sky may be

overcastit often is when the Helm Wind blows-but in

this space clouds cannot exist. Some do try to form, but,

as I have pointed out, they are almost immediately caught

and dissipated. Of course the wind does not confine its

pilfering operations to this inverted triangle alone : it piclis

r.rp 
".r"ry 

scrap of moisture within reach, thereby continually

reinforcing the resisting power of the Helm Bar'
r I have already suggested the resemblance oI the Helm

Wind to a switchback railway. There is the gentle shove-off

on the eastern fells, the sudden " terrific descent," then

up we go again to the Helm Bar, and then down again

to ttre end of the course in the Lake District' But the

switchback is a popular holiday amusement : the Helm Wind

emphatically is not'
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IN OLD TRACKS.

Bv rur Enrron.

(Read, belore the Yorhski,re Ramblers' Cl,wb, 9th February, rgog.)

Like the girl who, when the extreme ugliness of her
" young man " was remarked on, explained that her father
had always impressed on her the importance of going through
life " with an object," so Greenwood, in his summer holiday,
always climbs with-I had nearly said me, but what I really
mean is that he plans out a climb for each working day
and trusts to luck and weather Jor the result.

His " objects " in r9o8 were the Zinal Rothhorn, the
Dent d'H6rens, the Herbetet and Mt. Blanc by the Midi
route, four fine peaks, involving visits to the equally fine
valleys ol Zermatt, Valpelline, Cogne and Courmayeur-old
tracks all of them for us, but not the less pleasant for that.

We reached Zermatt by Lausanne, my favourite way of
getting to the Alps, as it gives you glimpses of Paris, the
Cdte d'Or, Burgundy, the defiles of the Jura and the
Lake of Geneva, by daylight, if you are wise, with a good
night's rest at Montreux and the chance of a morning swim
in the lake.

I remember Zermatt before the railway, when we had to
walk up the lower part of the valley and drive the rest,
and though I have been there many times since, and by
many routes, it has not lost its charm, indeed, I think it
has improved !

Alpine centres are best, of course, when unspoilt, but iI
they have to be " spoilt "-I speak the selfish language of
the climber, who, like the deerstalker of the Highlands,
thinks the mountains were meant only for him and would,
if he could, " make a wilderness and call it peace "-lsl
them be really and completely " spoilt," as Zermatt now is,
with concreted streets, sanitary hotels and mountain railways,
rather than half spoilt as Zermatt was until lately, with
filthy streets, germ-laden hotels and mountain tracks blocked
with obstinate mules and kid-booted tourists.
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Zermatt is in fact now " regularized " and the daily tide

of visitors is dumped at the railway station, housed in
comfortable hotels, fed to the sounds of a string orchestra,

given clean streets to walk in and shops where anything

can be bought {rom fancy ice-axes to picture postcards,

and taken up the Gorner Grat comfortably in the train ;

leaving the high mountains and the green Alps to their old

worshippers. So are all satisfied.
We took the Rimpfischhorn for a training walk, without

guide or porter, and thought, as we toiled over the hot
slopes of the Findelen valley, of our attempt on that peak

in r8gr, my first snow climb-except the Breithorn, and

of the storm that drove us back from the final rocks.

We had no such bad luck this time, and after a lazy afternoon

and. sleepless night in the little hotel at the Fluh'Alp, which

is just the same crazy wooden shanty it was when in 1894

we spent a delightful off-day basking like lizards on the

flat rocks in front, we bagged our peak, troubled only by
soft snow on the descent and got down to Zermatt in time
for dinner. The climb is a fair mixture of snow and

rock work, with nothing difficult about it, and we rather
envied another man with two guides, who had taken the

more sporting way straight from the Adler Pass. I will say

rlothing of the view-Monte Rosa, Weisshorn, Dom and the
rest; nor of the stars and the sunrise : sunrise in the High
Alps, as indeed everywhere, is always a new pleasure.

The bite o{ the afternoon sun had prepared us for the

rain next morning, but it cleared up after lunch, and after
sending our luggage ofi to Martigny we went up to the

Trift Hotel with Messrs. Raeburn and Ling for the Rothhorn.
This detachment from irnped.irttenta is not the least of the

many charms of Alpine wandering, and we usually see our

bags only long enough to change the labels.

We had no need for guides with such companions who,

like the late Mr. Mummery, are brilliant exceptions to the
rule that three on a rope is best.

The old Trift Hotel was swept away some years ago by

a stone avalanche and is now a mere heap of stones, but
a new and larger building has been built a little lower down.
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,The weather had not been promising when we went to bed,
but we got up dutifully next morning at r a.m., breakfasted,
paid the bill and stepped out into the dark only to find it
raining steadily, so crept back quietly, and may I add
thankfully, to bed. I remember doing the same thing at
Simplon and spending one of the small hours reading an odd
volume oI Pwnch whilst we gave the weather a chance to
clear. I know few things more satisfying for not only have
you a sense of duty done but also the prospect of a " long
Iie " in the morning. And in fact we rolled breakfast
and lunch into one, and spent a lazy day reading and
keeping ttp l'entente cord,ial,e with a genial Frenchman and his
family and a handsome Dutch lady, who had brought up
Kropotkin's latest work on " Economics " as light reading
for a mountain ramble.

We had several companions when we turned out next
morning in perfect weather, among them a German lady,
garbed in all points like a man (except the hat), and the
costume certainly looked more in place here than, as I once
saw it, on the dizzy heights of the Montanvert.

We followed the Trift-joch route to the head of the
moraine, and I thought of our tramp down it in 1894,
when, in our hot youth, we made our first guideless
expedition, one of fourteen hours, from Zinal to Zermatt;
and of another descent in 19o6, when, with two mountain
experts, we had failed to find the way up the Trift-horn, and
not liking to go back to the Mountet by the Trift-joch,
of which we had already detached an appreciable part,
came down this way alongside a cataract of stones and
returned next day in fear and trembling. Of all mountain
passes I know I like this least.

We turned to the right at the head of the moraine,
traversed the easy slopes of the Trift Glacier, where the day
was heralded by the bursting of a prodigious meteor that
lit up the mountain like a flash of lightning, and got on to
the rocks at the foot of the eastern ridge of the Rothhorn.
Passing along a ridge of snow, up a snow couloir on to the
Zinal side, across the slabs which were in good order, up
a snow slope and over a broken ridge with tremendous

SUMMIT OF THD IIOTIIORN rRoM rrID ll^sr.
I'holo. lty li, Gratupool,
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precipices on our right, we came to the famous corner just
below the summit. The passage of this corner is certainly
as sensational as they make them, for there is a clear
z,ooo feet drop below your heels as you go round, but it is
neither difrcult nor dangerous and there is plenty of hold.

On the top we found several parties who had come up
lrom Zinal and spent some time enjoying the splendid
panorama which was clear all round, even on the Italian side.

The descent by the Zinal ridge is a fine piece of
rockwork, always narrow and sometimes steep, but never
too difficult, and I enjoyed it much more than the snow ridge
which followed, for it was very hot and we had to.step up
to the knee in the hard-frozen steps of other parties and
at every step my sun-shrivelled brain seemed to shake in
my skull like a withered nut in its shell.

As we came down to the Mountet Hut I had fearful
thoughts of a pight spent there two years ago, crouched in
one corner of the dCpend,ance among thirty guides, all the
climbers' quarters in the cabane being occupied by a party
of Dr, Lunn's " mountaineers " from St. Luc, who had come
up to see " high life " for one night only, and of the
sleepless vigil I thought I had spent until my companion,
Haskett-Smith, asked me next morning if I had heard the
avalanches which he averred had been roaring past the hut
all night. But Fate was kind and had moved some guide
to build a small but very comfortable hotel on the rocks
just below the cabane.

Ling and Raeburn remained here next day to prospect
for their climb on the Dent Blanche by the very difficult
north-east idge, which they did the following day,* whilst
Greenwood and I set off at 5 a.m. to cross the
Col du Grand Cornier to Ferpdcle. We descended on to
the glacier in'the grey sunrise, skirted round to the right
of the island of rock called the Roc Noir, which is now on
Dr. Lunn's programme of summer excursions, crossed to the
foot of the Grand Cornier Glacier, cut steps up its steep
slope to the level snowfield beyond and climbed to the
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* A.J,, vol. 25, p. 627.
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wntcrshed by easy rocks on the right. We had a splendid
view of the Rothhorn and Weisshorn in the distance and
of the tremendous cliffs of the Dent Blanche close at hand,
clown which a succession o{ gauze-like films of snow were
falling, as though to hide their very real terrors. But such
high game was not for us and crossing the ridge to the
easy slopes of the glacier on the other side we went down
to the moraine and had a long and lazy bask in the hot
sunshine. The Dent Blanche towered right above us into
the blue, the very embodiment of brute strength, and
over its summit hung the baby moon, scarce two days old,
like a wisp of cloud in the summer sky. It is memories
like this that make an English winter tolerable.

At Bricolla we found a new hotel, so new that the floors
were not yet put in, though the beds lay ready outside,
and after a pot of tea, rambled gently down to Ferpdcle for
Sunday.

The little hotel at that place has not altered at all in the
last twenty years and is an ideal place for a day ofi-tiny
bedrooms with sunny balconies, a tiny dining room and
the tiniest of salons, well stocked with English novels.
The young man in charge had doubtless qualified in hotel
keeping, now a recognized subject in the curriculum of Swiss
education, and, with the help of Messrs. Armour and Maggi,
turned out that monotonous sequence of soup, fish, hot
meat, cold meat, lettuce leaves in vinegar, nuts and bad
cofiee, which no self-respecting Swiss innkeeper ever varies.
It was the national feast day and some of the inhabitants
went down to Hauddres to assist in the celebration, the
others had one of their own here, ending in the usual fight.
I am sorry to say we missed the prolonged twilight which
Raeburn and Ling enjoyed 'on the summit of the Dent
Blanche and have described so vividly-a fitting reward
for a great climb.

We set ofi next morning at 2 a.m. to cross the
Col des Bouquetins into Italy, and as the guide-book route,
up the far side or true left of the Mont Min6 Glacier, was
declared to be swept at one point by falling stones we took
the local guide to show us the alternative route. We went
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down on to the glacier and up its lumpy surface as far as

Mont Min6, a hule island of rock with some pretensions to

be an independent peak, which stands at the junction of

the Mont Min6 and Ferpdcle Glaciers, and traversing along

in the trough between it and the Ferpdcle Glacier until

we were abr-east of the icefall and the Dent Blanche' turned

of .t..p slopes to the summit of the Mont Min6' and paid

oii tt" guia". Very dear we thought him and the precious

wine which, of course, he had insisted on taking' and which'

"qo"lly 
of course, he took back unopened' Crossing over

the ridge we got on to the nCad of the Mont Min6 Glacier'

above the icefall, and walked easily along the vast plateau

o{ snow to the frontier, with the Dent des Bouquetins on

our right. At one point, where we crossed the track from

theCold'H6renstotheColdeBertol'ourthoughtswent
backtoatremendousbroilingwegotthereinr8g5when
crossing ftom Zermatt to Arolla' I do not defend the

p"rrug.- of a snow'covered glacier with only two on the

tope, 1ot there were no crevasses and the use of a doubled

rope reduces the risk to a mrntmum'

tn" Z^ de Zan Glacier falls from the Col in tremendous

curves, but we found an easy way down the rocks on

the leit, and after crossing a rather rotten snow basin and

descend.ing some easy couloirs' where the ever-careful

C*.n*ooi actually allowed me to unrope and glissade' and

a{ter missing our way once in true guideless fashion and

fumbling across some rather nasty rock pitches' we came

to a wei'marked path and a small spout of fresh water' We

*"* Si"a to have had clear weather for the trip as the way

is ratier bad to find, and made more so by the maps',which

i"* i-pt."ed on Nature by inserting a ridge of rock that

io., ooi exist, though the written directions in Ball are

correct enough.
We never Jarry much to eat, and our " elegant sufficiency "

that day had been reduced to four pieces of toast-a FerpCcle

tp""i"fily-"nd the inevitable tin of jam' so we did not

;;ili""g over lunch' and going on came guite unexpectedly

"p"i 
t tti, (the Capanna diAosta) which the C'A'I' has just

put uP.
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We found there two climbing friends who had come over
from Arolla the day before, broken into the hut (the key
of which is kept down below at Praray6), climbed the
Dent d'H6rens that morning and were now busily engaged
in " siding up," (as we say in Yorkshire), the remains of what
must have been an Epicurean feast. We stood the contrast
as long as we could and then made tracks down the glacier
to Praray6, the highest hamlet in the Valpelline, and found
good lodgings at a large hotel, which has been built not far
from the ancient grange and quaint vaulted cowshed of the
Canons of Aosta, where we had stayed in former years.

With a situation so delightful and accommodation so clean
it is a pity that so few seem to come here. Scarcely any
English names were in the visitors' book and the only guests
besides ourselves were two Italian geologists, who spent
their days in rarnbling about the country and their evenings
in copying out their notes, We felt very inefficient members
of society in comparison.

We should have liked to spend more time in this delightful
spot, but we had not yet done the Dent d'H6rens, so next
day we retraced our steps over the rocky barrier which lies
above the hotel and up the bare wet glacier to the hut.
Being without guide or porter we had to fend for ourselves,
and this included splitting the wood, lighting the fire,
fetching the water and cleaning up afterwards, duties
which very much reduce the desire for a varied menw, just
as ladies are supposed, when lunching alone, to prefer what
can be brought in on a tray.

We were followed by a party of two young Italians with
two guides, all carrying prodigious stores of food, as they
intended to remain there for ten days, a phase of
mountaineering that does not appeal to me at all. I much
prefer not only, the greater comfort but the change of
interest to be got by wandering from one mountain centre
to another.

We had a comfortable night, in fact I had eight hours.
sleep, a record surely for a hut, and got uw"y ,ru*i morning
at 4 a.m. There was a south wind. blowing and some
clouds, but no sign of any immediate break_up of the

h

t
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weather as we went down the crest o{ the moraine below the
hut, up a steep snow slope into a side valley on the left and

along rolling snowfields, having on our left the steep ridge

between this and the Zmutt Glacier, until we reached the

foot of the south ridge of the Dent d'H6rens, which divides
the Valpelline from the Val Tournanche. Crossing the

bergschrund at an easy place, we got on to the south'west
face of the mountain and found it a succession of little
rock terraces and snow gutters-one could not call them
couloirs, the going being less difficult than unpleasant,

as the rocks were iced and the snow not in good order.

We 'aimed for a rock pinnacle on the west ridge oi the
mountain and had got within half an hour of it, going
carelully and leaving baby stone men to mark the track'
when the weather got worse. Big black clouds were

boiling up out of the Val Tournanche and eddying
round the summit, though they did not cross the watershed,

so we called a council of war-with the usual result.
It would have been possible, perhaps, to reach the summit'
but there would have been no view, and ii the storm had

caught us coming down we should have had a bad time.
There was no one on the Continent sufficiently interested in
our movements to know to a week or two when or where

to expect us so, as " members of the Club " and " under
all the circumstances " and so on, we decided to return,
and I think we were well advised, for though we got down

to the hut-and to the hotel-dry, the storm broke i4 the
evening and we had such a buffet of wind and rain that we

thought the windows had been blown in.
It was still showery when we got away down the valley at

noon, and we had to shelter several times, once in particular
at the village o{ Bionaz where I remember stopping in 1894

to get tea at the house of the cwrl, b:ut they had never heard

of tea and to arrive at the price of an omelette had recourse

to the market report in last week's newspaper for the price

of eggs and butter. Lower down, at Oyace, thele is now

quite a good liotel, fult of Italian pens'ionnaires, where we

got coffee-they had no tea, and honey, with a mountain
pansy tuckecl into each uapkin, by which token and thrl
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sticks of gressini we knew we were indeed in Italy. It is
a lovely valley all the way down-the church and castle of
Oyace, perched on a high rock promontory in right Italian-
wise, are especially fine-and we were much better able to
appreciate its beauties than in 1894, when we had come over
from the Staffel Alp and were pretty well played out before
we got down so far.

At the village of Valpelline we hired a carriage and drove
down to Aosta in the gloaming. Some day, perhaps, we shall
be rushed into that ancient city in the train by way of the
already-talked-of tunnel under Mont Blanc, in greater-
comfort perhaps, but with none of the glamour of the white
road, the walled-in convents, the campaniles nodding with
the sweet vesper bells and the far-flung gloom of that
glorious valley.

We rumbled slowly through the narrow streets, across
the spacious market-place to the Post Office for letters
and then back to the Hotel Mont Blanc on the western
outskirts o{ the town, with its open galleries and shady
courtyard, a very haven of refuge for weary mountaineers.

Next morning was fine and, after a breakfast, of which
the toothsome sponge cakes wrapped in silver paper still
linger on my mental palate, and a stroll in the town, where
I tried in vain to induce a grave ecclesiastic, the sacristan
they called him, but he looked the Dean at least, to let
me see the gold and ivory treasures of the Cathedral, we
drove up the highway, hot and dusty as of yore, as far as
Aymaville. We found there a man with a small carriage
and leaving our sacks with him set off to walk the rest of
the way to Cogne. And what a charming walk it is ! Some-
times high above the torrent, as at Pont d'El, where the
Roman aqueduct, sound as the builder left it, spans the gorge,
sometimes alongside the tumbling stream, until we reached
the flat meadows where Cogne's white carnpanile stands
guard at the meeting of the waters.

It was not our first-nor our second-visit to that
charming centre, charming years ago in its primitivenesq
but changing like so many centres. The old Hotel Grivola,
with its crazy galleries and dark salle d manger, frescoed
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with the owner's pedigree at full length, has been enlarged
and modernized in a half-hearted attempt to meet the rush
of Italian tourists who are beginning to find out the beauties
of their own country, and another hotel has been opened,

where we once had to sleep in the little salon, and both
were full. So also was the village, not indeed with tourists
but with Alpine troops-fine, stalwart men, who would
have been better employed, one thought, in helping the
womenfolk in field labour than in dragging mountain
batteries up and down the passes in mock warfare. An
ar-rned peace can be bought very dearly.

But amid all the changes the women still cling to their
quaint hooped petticoats, and with the late J.K.S., we were
tempted to exclaim :-

If her anatomy comprised a waist, I did not notice it.
Nor is there any change in the unhealthy houses, imposing

enough outside, but inside, all barn and mistal, except the
one living room, with tiny fast-shut window and door
opening into the barn. No wonder the people look pale
and washed out !

Cogne is in fact a spoilt centre at present and will have
to go through the same chrysalis stage as Zermatt before
it again becomes attractive.

We set ofi next day, after lunch, {or the Herbetet Chalet
in the Valnontey, taking with us a porter to carry the bags,

a puny creature to look at but a beggar to go. The great
Glacier della Tribulazione fills the head of the valley and
I looked curiously for the place where, in 1899, with Holmes
and my brother, we thought we knew better than Ball
and had a very pretty bit of rock and snow work before
getting clear. To save time the porter took us up one of

the steepest paths I was ever on and we were not sorry to
fi.nd ourselves at the chalet. It iS not a cowherd's chalet but
just a square stone-built hut, like those we see in quarries at
home, with a sleeping shelf for five, a table, some benches,

a stove, a casserole and a few pots and spoons. High above
the murmuring stream it stands in full view o{ the glaciers

at the head of the valley and almost on a level with the
Roccia Viva and other minor peaks on thc further side.
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We dismissed the porter and set to work to fetch water
and cut the firewood, or rather to split it with our ice-axes-
not so easy to do as it looks, and had just made ourselves
comfortable with soup and coffee when four young Italians
came up and things got a bit crowded. But they were
pleasant fellows and knew how to make themselves happy
with weird cooking stoves and other fitments, and we were
soon friends.

Venus was shining like a small moon as we left the hut
at dawn, and, circling round the glen along a shattered
hunting path, came by screes and snowfields to the south
Col de I'Herbetet, where we left our bags and started up
the easy north ridge of the peak, our Italian friends
crossing over for the more difRcult ridge on the east.

We climbed by slabby rocks on the leit on to the
broad face to our right and then over steep snow slopes,
with ice underneath, and under overhanging rocks to the
shattered sumrnit, and at once found ourselves in a circle of
old friends. Far away in the east were the Disgrazia and the
Bernina-the former we climbed in rgo4, the latter beat us
back ignominiouslyx. In the south the Tarentaise, in the west
Mont Blanc, and close at hand, on the north, the Grivola,
which has foiled us three times, twice by a hot sun, after
that awful grind up from Cogne and once by bad weather,
and on the south the Grand and Petit Paradis and that
fatal ridge between, from which poor Clay and his com-
panions fell in r9o4.

The snow was bad on the descent and we took it careiully
down to the col, and then, picking up our sacks, traversed
the easy glacier on the north and came down in the hot
a{ternoon through the steep pine woods to D6,gioz in the Val
Savaranche in time for that luxury of mountaineering, a jug
of milk and hot water and an hour between the sheets
before dinner.

D6gioz is one of the nicest Alpine villages I know.
Lying on the eastern slope of the valley it catches all the
afternoon sun, at any rate in summer, the houses, unlike
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those of Cogne, are built on sensible lines and the people
look fit and healthy. The little inn has one homely salon
for guests and about eight bedrooms, with wooden galleries
outside, and a quaint wooden " bridge of sighs " across the
narrow street, leading to the landlord's private house.

There were several Royal Chasseurs standing about and we
learnt that the King of Italy was then in the valley for his
annual shoot, and that one poor beater had just been
knocked down the rocks in trying to turn a frightened
bouquetin and killed. We had expected to see some of
these fine animals during the day but they and the chamois
had no doubt been driven over to the other side of the
valley by the beaters. His Majesty, unlike his royal grand-
Iather, is said not to be a keen sportsman and keeps it up
only for the sake of giving employment to the people in
these valleys. It is at any rate not from any lack o{ energy
or nerve, as Witness his recent conduct at Messina.

We left next morning at B a.m. and walked down the
valley to Villeneuve as the rays of the morning sun were
liltcring through the pine woods that fringe the summit of
thc eastern ridge. The path runs high up above the stream
iutd affords a fine view o{ the head of the main valley and
tlrc bare brown uplands of its further side with the snows
ol Mont Blanc beyond.

At Villeneuve we had lunch and waited for the motor-bus
rvltich now runs from Aosta to Courmayeur and reduces that
six ltours'agony of a drive to two. But when it did come
I ltcre was no room and we had to content ourselves with the
lrrrrnble d,ilig4nce, and although we cliafed at the delay, for
lltc odour of Courmayeur's flesh pots was already in our
tt<lstrils, we had the more time to appreciate the fine scenery-
irr placcs almost theatrical. I am thinking more especially
of thc wooded gorge through which the Val Grisanche forces
its way into the main valley, and of the sudden view of
Mont Blanc seen through a rock-hewn tunnel.

Ncar Pr6 St. Didier we saw a lot of navvies busy on the
othtrr sidc of thc stream making what looked like a railway
rrrrrl wn thought the Mont Blanc tunnel scheme had actually
ttrrtct'ializtrcl, but wc were assured it was only a new road
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with a better gradient for the motor-bus, and we tried to
believe it.

We reached Courmayeur just in time for dinner and at
once found ourselves not only on old tracks but among old
friends, mostly Italians, who cling to this charming spot
with great fidelity. Nor do I blame them. The village is
clean, well-paved and breezy; there is the finest mountain
in Europe to look at and the stiffest of climbs up it if you
{eel that way inclined; and an bxcellent hotel, the Royal,
with cool galleries, spacious sal,ons, first-class cooking, an
orchestra for dancing and good company, with no taint of
Cook or Lunn or what takes their place in France or Germany.
Courmayeur will always be my favourite centre and I hope
" the flat transgression of a schoolboy " which I am thus
committing will do nothing to spoil it.

Of course everybody dresses for dinner and the ladies
put on their best bibs and tuckers, but they made allowance
for vagrants like ourselves who could not boast o{ two
changes of raiment----or even of one, and gave me at any
rate a good time-Greenwood does not dance.

I suppose I ought to have sent a dress suit on ahead
but I had in mind what happened in 1899 to an Italian
friend who had gone up with us to the Victor Emmanuel Hut
for the Grand Paradis. We had sent our luggage round by
the Col de Nivolet on a mule, and the animal had the bad
taste to roll in the snow on the way and when the bags
arrived my friend found his newly purchased haberdashery
a soaking mess of starch and linen and spent all next day
in drying them.

We had been lucky so,far in carrying out our programme
to the letter and GreenWood was anxious to take advantage
of the continued fine weather and set off at once for
Mont Blanc but I begged hard for one whole day at Capua
and he kindly gave way.

We spent the following morning accordingly in idling around
and shopping. I have heard, and felt, hard things about the
Italian bread and remember once taking out a Yorkshire loaf
to Holmes who had been gritting his teeth for some weeks
on Italian crusts, but we found here a supply of soft brown
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bread, which, when eaten with marmalade, was like manna
in the wilderness.

After lunch I fell so far from mountaineering grace as to
go for a ride in a friend's motor car to the summit of the
Little St. Bernard Pass. But though the trip had few o{ the
merits of a mountain climb it had all, and more than all,
its perils.

To be carried up and down those fenceless roads, along
dizzy precipices and round hairpin corners, at an average
of z5 miles an hour, in a 6o h.p. car with a cargo of
six passengers, a 70 h.p. car in front to set the pace
and another behind to see that you keep it, startled dogs
disappearing over the edge as you slew round the corners,
swearing orderlies on prancing chargers, crawling wagons
with straggtng gas pipes sticking out behind, your companions
standing up and shrieking to the sleepy wagoners :-
" Ancora due ! " (" Still two more to come ! ")-there were
five cars in the mad procession-and all this through tunnelled
gorges and over bare grass slopes where Hannibal perhaps
once laboured with his elephants or Napoleon with his
tumbrils, was indeed motoring in excelsis / And then the
pleasant tea, carried up in Thermos flasks, at the rude inn
on the summit, and the delicious cake, rightly called
mill'efleuls, so soft you had to eat it with a spoon; and,
for the final touch, a travel-stained car from Paris rolling
up the glen and stopping to cool its engine u/ith snow.
On its roof was a spare tyre cased in a round band-box, just
like that in which our precious cake had been carried up,
and I earned great fame as a wit by exclaiming I " Voild,
" encore un autre gateau qui arrive ! "

But we had not come out to the Alps to enjoy ourselves,
(as I remember saying to Holmes in 1896 alter a fortnight
of rain and dancing at Zermatt), and next morning we
strolled gently up to the Mont Fr6ty Hotel, or rather to its
blackened ruins, for the little hostelry which had been
a welcome haven three years before for a weary band, sore
spent with toiling over the Col du G6ant in a hot sun, had
been burnt out in tgo7, and was now being rebuilt, and the
only shelter was a tin lean-to where we had an omelette
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and a dubious sausage. I was pleased to meet an old
friend, Omer Balle!, of Bourg St. Pierre, who, with his
brother Jules, led me across the High Level Route in 1893,

my first Alpine uanderung.
Two hours up brown pastures and steep rocks brought us

to the Rifugio Torino at the top of a couloir down which
the workmen, busy in improving the path, were sending
cataracts of stones, and a fine row they made.

We had left our sacks for the guides to carry, for we did
not care to tackle Mont Blanc on our own, and my {riend
Mazzucchi, who takes the chamois shooting on this side of
the range, had kindly lent us his head guide and chasseur,

C6sar Ollier, who is the gwide chef, I believe, of Courmayeur,
and was with the Duke of the Abruzzi on Ruwenzori. As
he could not break his own rules and come alone we took
his nephew as second guide.

There is probably no finer outl.ook from any hut in the
Alps and we picked out many old {riends : the Combin,
the Paradis, the Herbetet, the Dent Parrach6e and especially
the Ruitor, in whose summit hut I once spent a weird night.*

From my wooden bunk I could see the moon blushing
red through the blue haze that had settled all round the
southern horizon at dusk, and when we left at one o'clock
next morning she was in full splendour and we never
lit our lanterns. We roped at the door and mounting
by the short path to the Col went right across that vast
amphitheatre of glaciers, past the rock spires of La Vierge
and the tremendous cliffs of Mont Blanc de Tacul to
the trough which lies between the latter peak and the
Aiguille du Midi, nearly as far as the rude hut where some
parties sleep out for our climb. For myself I think the
extra comforts of the Torino Hut well worth the extra two
hours' walk {rom the Col du G6ant, at any rate when the
snow is good and with such a moon as we had.

Turning to the left we mounted by a very steep snow slope
and circling lound to the left reached the summit of the
Tacul (14,oooft.). Dawn had come, saffron-hued and streaked

* A.J., vol. 2r, p. 2tS.
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with bands of cloud, the moon was paling, Venus our morning
planet had dwindled to a star, ail round lay white wastes

of snow, in the depths below ran the dark valley of the Arve
and beyond. rose the grey mountains of the Chablais' It was

a weird scene and perhaps the weirdest touch was a twinkling
cluster of lights in one of the furthest valleys, Iike the

Pleiades, " tangled in a silver braid." Street-lighting must

be cheap at Le Fayet, if that was the place, to allow of

leaving the street-lamps burning all night.
But the wind had been getting stronger and keener and

the short descent to the foot of the Mont Maudit did not
warm us much. My finger ends were getting numb and as

we sheltered in the sdracs and gnawed some food, the guide

said "-" Battez les ! Battez les ! " and proceeded to " bat "
them between his, which caused considerable pain but other-
wise made no difference. We had no Thermos flask of

hot soup to give us courage and as the weather above, so

far as we could see, was getting worse, I took it upon myself
to order a retreat: wisely, as it turned out, for no one got

up that day. Nor had the party that had followed us from

the Midi Hut or that other from Chamonix, which we had

seen far below us on the Grand Platbau better'luck. It was

a great disappointment, as we had been beaten back in 1894

{rom the Italian side by a change of weather above the Bosses,

and again from the Chamonix route in 1go2 by a high wind
in a clear sky after getting as far as the Vallot Cabane.

The monarch of mountains is not easily conquered.

It seems brit a short way down {rom here to the Grand

Mulets but there is an impassable ice'fall between, so we

had to trudge down the G6ant Glacier to the Montanvert-
and this was Greenwood's seventh time !*

We found the sy'vacs in their usual muddled and sloppy

state and got thrbugh them easily. There were several

parties about and we overtook one man with two guides

in the middle. He was not an expert ,and at places

where our guide led across without even looking round his

I Another attempt in r9o9 was even more unlucky and a{ter a wet

day in the Torino Hut, we had to be content with again crossing the

Col du G6ant.
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leading guide got above him and held him firm on the rope.
It is the possibility of work of this kind that is no doubt
taken into account in fixing the mountain tarifi and, like
tailors' bills, they rvho pay cash have to eke out the
defaulters.

We paid off the guides below the sy'racs, and as they had
no rope and would not return without one, I had to sell
them mine, new that season, at half-price.

And so past the Tank, that well-remembered cistern of
fresh water, sacred to the memory of picnics in the long ago,
but now, alas, encased in a stone wall, to the Montanveit,
full of the usual crowd. The railway has not quite got there
yet but I sincerely hope it will next year, for only then
will the path to Chamonix be once more clean and pllasant.
When tourists insist on coming to a place like the Montanvert
as part of a tour by coach and rail, they ought to be brought
up and taken back in comfort and safety. In rg93 I saw
an old lady, who had been descending on a mule and had
swooned and fallen off backwards, lying dead on that very
path, and I have no wish to see another.

We went down past Chamonix to Argentidre and next day
by the newly-opened railway to Martigny. It is a fine
ride, with a striking descent into the Rhone Valley above
Yernayaz, and I could not help contrasting our easy run
of three hours and a half with a walk that way in rggg
when it took us a long day.

And so home by way of Lausanne.
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AUTHORIZED GUIDES-

By E. KtrsoN Crenx, T.D., Major 7th Batt. West
Yorks. Regt.

Read belore the Club on the z3rd tanuary, rgxz.

The scheme which I have the honour to iay before you
to-night is one which the Yorkshire Ramblers are particularly
competent to carry out. By doing so they will be making
a very good use of the experience acquired by them as
members of the Club.

I am far from suggesting that a Club like ours has any
need o{ an utilitarian excuse for its existence. A desire to
advertise the utilitarian value of any pursuit that interests
us is a failing of the " improving " persons of the present day,
but I claim no such value for my scheme. I appeal, rather,
to the romantic spirit implied in the word Rambling.

Rambling already has the romance that comes of dealing
with the unexpected and the dangerous, in campaign-and
in companions : both may have the romance of unexpected
beauty-and both sometimes the romance of disappointment.
My scheme would add the romance that encircles the love
of one's own country.

The nature of my scheme is sufficiently described by the
title of the paper. It is meant to meet the difficulties which
the commander of a defensive force would have in a country
he can only know from a map, by providing him with guides
who are not only men of honour, but also furnished with
intelligence and a special knowledge of the country.

This knowledge he might glean, to a limited extent, from
various sources. The gamekeeper has it within the limits of
his estate, the postmen knows the lines of his round, the
policeman his beat, the ordinary pedestrian his favourite
haunts, the cyclist the surface and gradients of the roads.
Above all others, the huntsman has the eye for country,
but his point of view is too high to allow him to recognize
the conditions of infantry movements, and his speed and
range of action are on a larger scale.

!
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The guide we want must have all this knowledge of the
country, and with it, all the gipsy's intimate acquaintance
with its contents.

The Rambler is the man to solve the proposition, and
especially a Yorkshire Rambler, for being a member of
a recognized Association he can, in time of war, be found
at once and given a definite job to carry out,

To come to details. Assume that a home force has arrived
in Leeds, that the enemy is to the north, that the Wharfe
is to be watched or guarded, that Leeds is to be left in the
hands of the Territorials, while the officer in command is to
strike in the country north of it. He has, it is true, maps
and general information from the Intelligence Department of
the War Office, but there are many things he cannot learn
from them : The nature of the soil, the material of the walls,
the surfaces of the roads, the strength of bridges over a stream,
the purity of water in the stream, the contents of farmhouses,
the stock in the farms, the hurdles, the brushwood, the type
of trees : all these things, rvhich ought to be in the mind of
the local guide, are certainly not to be found on the map.

To make the situation quite clear, we will set out in full
the Orders which might well have been issued, and for which
I am indebted to the kindness of Capt. F. Nugent, of the
Rifle Brigade:-

GENERAL IDEA.
Relerence Map. Any map of England.

England is at war with a strong Continental Power ancl has lost
command of the sea.

A hostile expeditionary force has landed at Whitby and has
occupied York.

SPECIAL IDEA.
Er.rcr-lro.

Relerence Map. O.S. Sheet 9. (z m. to rin.).

On the rst August, r9r5, the 5th English Division has concen-
trated at Leeds from the south and is billeted there.

On the 5th August, the General Officer Commanding the Division
hears from a reliable source that the hostile expeditionary force, which
is said to consist of all arms and to be zo,ooo strong, is advancing
from York, on Leeds, and intends to cross the river Wharfe between
Wetherby and Otley.
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Some hostile cavalry patrols have been seen south of the Wharfe.
. Tlre G. O. C. 5th Division decides to oppose the crossing of therivet by the hostile expeditionary Iorce.

Copy No. r.
OptnlrroN Onorn No. 4.

By Lt.-Gen. Nicholson, Commanding 5th Division,
Rclerenee Map, O.S. Sheet 9. (z m. to rin.).

The Town Hall, Leeds,

In/ormation.
|th August, tgti.

*r.-The hostile expeditionary force has
marched from York and is reported to be
advancing on Leeds,

Hostile mounted patrols have been seen
south of the river Wharfe.

Inlenlions ol G, o. C, z.-To oppose the enemy,s crossing of the
river Wharfe.

3.-The Divisional Mounted Troops will march
at 6a.m, tomorrow and will occupy the bridges
over the Wharfe at Wetherby and Linton.
4.-The O. C. Divisional Artillery will detail
one Brigade R.F.A, to accompany the rst
Infantry Brigade tomorrow and one Brigade

l.F.A. to accompany the znd Infantry
Brigade,

5.-The O.C. Divisional R,E. will detail one
section Field Engineers to accompany each of
the above Infantry Brigades.

*6.-The rst Infantry Brigade will start at
8 a.m. tomorrow and will march to Harewood
viA, Chapel Allerton and Alwoodley Gates, and
will watch the line oJ the river Wharfe from
Arthington to Linton (both exclusive).

'r The znd Infantry Brigade will start at
7.30 a.m. tomorrow and will march to Ofley vid
Headingley, Point 479, and Greengates, ancl
watch the line of the Wharfe from Oiley to
Arthington (both inclusive),

Z.-Will accompany Brigades,

8,-zntl Line Transport will go with Brigades,
Q.-Hea<lquarters anrl the rcmainrler of tho
Division will romairr in Lcerls.

Ailounted Troops,

Arlillcrl,,

Iinginaers.

I ttltnlry,

Fltl{ imlnilnnccs,

T'tastport.

lltaCqunilerr,

c
I

ri

I
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Outposts.

Authorized

Repolts.

The Yorhshire Rambl,ers' Club Journal.

ro.-The O.C. Leeds Territorial Brigade will
continue to find the outposts lor the city.

Guides. *r r.-Authorized Guides will report them-
selves as lollows at 5 p.m. this evening :-
Mr. F. Walker: ( To the O.C. tst Infantry

.{ Brigade,at theThree Horse-
Mr. H. Climber : (shoes Inn, Headingley.
Mr. V. Longsight: To the O.C. znd Inlantry

Brigade, at the University.

tz,-To be sent to the Town Hall, Leeds.

GroncB }Irnsr, Colonel, General Stafl.
Issued at ro a.m.

Copy No. z, by aeroplane, to G.O.C.-in-Chief, Nottingham.
Copy No. 3, by orderly, to O.C. Mounted Troops.
Copies 4 to r r to officers commanding Artillery, Engineers, Infantry

Brigades, R.A.M.C., Leeds Territorial Brigade, and Supply and
Transport.

I Copies rz, 13 and 14, by orderly, to Authorized Guides.

Copy No, r.

OpBnerrow Onnrn No. z.

By Brigadier-General BBcxrrr, Commanding rst Infantry Brigade.

Rcference Map. O.S. Sheet 9. (z m. to rin.).

Int'ortnation.

The Three }Iorse-shoes Inn, Headingley,

|lh August, tgts.

r.-The hostile expeditionary force has
marched from York and is reported to be
advancing on Leeds. Hostile mounted patrols
have been seen south of the river Wharfe.

Intenlions ol G.O.C. z.-TheG.O.C. 5th Division intends to oppose
the enemy's crossing of the Wharfe, He is
throwing forward the rst and znd Brigades to
watch the line of the river between Otley and
Wetherby, keeping the remainder of the
Division in reserve at Leeds.

Adaanceil Guard. *3.-The Adaanced Guard (as per margin) will
march to Harewood viA Chapel Allerton and

^M1?'.!:ee'. AlwoodleyGates. Theywilloccupyllarewood
t sec'-Fyld En{ineers' Bridge and will halt on the line of the river

gSth Battcry R.A. Wharfe.
4 cols, rsl BatLRiflc Brig,

tlr

I

:il

f
{
{

I

Authorized Guides.

Main body in order ol ,4.-Main boity in order ol maroh las per
tnarch. margin) will sbrt lrom the Three Horse-shoes

rst Bail. fuifle Bripaite 
tomorrow at 8 a'm' and will follow the

--' --..-' Advanced Guard.
(tess 4 coys.)

znd l)att. K.O.Y.L.I.
toth Brigade R,F.A.

(hss t Battery).
znd Batt. Manohester Regt.

rsl Field Ambulance.
znd, Line Transport.

d
1

i

,{

I

{

{
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Lcll Flanh Guard. +5.-Lelt Flanh Guard (as per margin) will
_ _ ._ clear the Meanwood Valley and wiII march vii

. !'.':!: !.^!t': Adel aud Eccup to weardley.
tsl Balt.W.Yoths.Reg.

Il[achine Guns-
'I'/a,ts po/1,

6.-To accompany Battalions.
7.-tst I-.rine Transport will accompany units.
znd. Line Trausport will march at the rear
o{ the Main Body.

tlrtllroyizcd Guides. *8.-Mr. H. Climber will report himself to
the O.C. LeIt Flank Guard at the Three Horse-
Shoes at 5 p.m. this evening.

Ik lnrls.

Mr, F. Walker will report himself to the O.C.
Advanced Guard at the same place and time.
9.-To be sent to the head of the Main Body.

Issued at 12 noon. L. Hewrr, Brigade Maior.

Copy No, z, by orderly, to G.O.C. 5th Division.
Oopics 3 to rr to officers comnanding Divisional R.E., roth Brigade

ll,F.A,, Advanced Guard, Left FlankGuard, rst Batt. Rifle Brigade,
zncl tsatt, K,O.Y.L.I., znd Batt. Manchester Regiment, Senior
'l'nlnsport Officer, rst Field Ambulance.

r(loPicr tz ancl 13, by orderly, to Authorized Guides,
( )nly thc paragraphs marked with an asterisk concern the

Artl,lxrtizcd Guide, but copies of the whole would be given
lo ltitrt so that he could understand what was going forward.

llrrvirrg ruarched out with the Advanced Guard, the guide
trriglrl tirkc the offrcer in command to the top o{ a house in
llnllitr l,irrrc, whcre he would point out that on the Meanwood
lh'r'k tlurte irrc two dangerous gorges, which are not obvious
Itotrr llu. t'otrtour lincs indicating them on the map ; that there
Alr! (lttu|l'irs illl([ woods, both dangerous places for ambuscades ;

llrHl llxr lttclis llc stony and bad; that while Miles Hill
lrxrhr irrrlxruing aud, in fact, commands the valley immediately
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in front, it is only the beginning of an outlying spur, and
that its capture, though it might be necessary, would not
be an end in itself.

He might go on to explain that there was plenty of gorse
and brushwood for concealing trenches and sufficient light
earth that could be put into sand bags for defensive works;
that the water of the beck was good for drinking above
a certain point; that there was straw in stacks for bivouacs;
that there were telegraph lines over certain parts of the
district ; that the visible hill-crests were commanded by
others which he could locate, and so on.

Besides this he would have to be able to read the country
generally, place the map, point out the prominent objects,
have a general knowledge of the slope of the ground and of
the concealment offered by a sunken road or by a gradient
in any given line of fire

In this way, therefore, I suggest that an immense service
might be rendered by a Club like ours, if any among its
members could be found ready to acquire the simple informa-
tion indicated above. The Authorized Guide would not
trouble himsel{ with military technicalities, unless, indeed,
he is of an age when he ought to be in one of the auxiliary
forces. The sole military knowledge he need acquire would
be the ordinary signals of how to beckon, to stop, or to send
away any individual-the signals being :-For Advance :

Raise the arm stiffiy from thigh to horizontal; for Retire :

Circle the hand above the head ; for Halt : Raise the arm
vertically above the head.

Recapitulating my plea in a few words : A guide with
a love-and a knowledge-of his country, and devoted to its
service, is provided by a recognized society as a servant of
the Forces of the Crown, and when called up is given the
badge and rank of an Of&cer, and his actions in time of war
thus regularized.

In conclusion, I am bound to say that the authorities at
the War Office have not yet promulgated any such scheme,
but I am so convinced, both of its necessity and practicability,
that I have no hesitation in bringing it before you in the
hope that you will consider it worthy o{ your serious attention,
and that something will eventually be done.

Climbing at Ilkley.

CLIMBING AT ILKLEY.

By W" H. GnrrNwooo.

Leeds is said to have made some name as a centre of the
woollen and other trades, but it would appear that the true
rc&sons for its fame lie deeper. Only last year, while in
Switzcrland, when we mentioned to a Londoner that our
hotnc was at Leeds he at once replied : " Oh yes ! That's
tlttr lllace near Almscliffe Crag, isn't it ? " and enviously
lcrnilrkcd how fortunate were the people of Leeds in having
cliurlling in their own subulbs. Since it appears that the
nciu' l)rcsence of Almscliffe Crag is of such importance to
Leccls onc would think that the presence of rocks at Ilkley
would bc appreciated to an equal extent, yet, while the rocks
of thc furrner are fairly often crowded, those of the latter
acklotn scc two parties climbing on the same day. Why
tltis sluruld be so is not easy to understand, for the Ilkley
Itrr:lis posscss a distinct advantage, as the climbs, being very
lililtr sctatched, afford good practice in " finding the way,"
beith to thcru and on them.

Thc rnajority of these climbs are cracks which are ascended
tly wctlging the arm and the leg (usually the left), but there
Et'e otltcr virrieties, including face climbs, traverses and slabs.
For prrrposcs of description they may be divided into two
lllailt gtoul)s, those on the " Cow and Calf " and those in the
Itoclty Vallcy. The names used to distinguish the climbs
Rl'6 tlrosc cornmonly employed by the frequenters of the
locki, l)ut u largc proportion are indicated by numbers only,
cr llrey rrlc so infrequently climbed that no name appears
to ltnvn lrcrrrt given to them.

'I'H li U)W .'-The best climb of all is one on the ' Cow '
ereltetl tlrtr'A' Cl'dmb. (Plate L) The first pitch consists
of uvctlrrurging rocks on the left and leads to a small plat-
fot'trr orr wlrir:lr thc lcft-lrand ligurc is standing ; the second
glitrlr lollrws tltc sloping crack and lcads either by a hand
tlaverre lo thc iupcx of the 'A' wlticlt gives the climb its
nelu€, r)r lry n wulk along thc foot ol tltc 'A' and up its
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right-hand side to the apex, which forms a big belay; the
third pitch leads to the summit. In the photograph the
right-hand figure is standing on the ' walk' with hands
resting on the traverse. For variety and interest and
for a small climb none better could to be {ound anywhere.

To the right of the face containing the 'A' Climb is
another climb consisting of one good pitch called the
'At' Climb.

THE CALF.'-On the 'CalI,' immediately to the left
of the flight of steps carved by a considerate District
Council, presumably as a safeguard to climbers, a climb
commences up the slab, on which the holds are good, but
so small that the temptation to grasp the above-mentioned
steps becomes occasionally very great. The descent offers
another climb down the le{t edge of the slab and along
a traverse on its foot to the starting-point. (Plate I.)

THE ROCKY VALLEY.'-The head of the Rocky Valley
lies a few minutes' walk to the S.W. of the 'Cow and Calf,'
along a well-marked footpath. The rocks form a line along
the far side of the Rocky Valley and are divided into five
blocks, which are numbered here consecutively, beginning
with the highest.

On Brocr I. is Cl,imb No. r, or the ' Little A' Climb, sct

named from a resemblance to the shape of one part of the
crack on the 'A' climb. The first pitch is overhanging and
proves quite difficult, as to ascend it calls for a big strain
on the arms. This leads to the 'A,' which the figure is
just entering (Plate II.), and although the exit by the apex is
not too easy, there is little likelihood of anyone preferring
a return by the crack.

On Brocx II. are five climbs. The first is No. z, or the
' Easy Chimney' Climb, with a variation finish on the left
face, quite possible, but requiring great care.

Next, round the corner, is No. 3, difficult to enter, as it
entails much severe arm-pulling. This initial difficulty can
be avoided by ascending the slab close by on the right and
traversing to the left. (In Plate II., the figure is in the
crack, having stepped across fro.m the sloping slab a yard
away to his right.)
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/Vo. 4 is the climb up this last-mentioned slab, which has
convenient holds, and at the top of this are two finishes,
to the right and left respectively.

No. 5 is usually called the ' Fl'y Paper' Climb, a name
which probably conceals quite a wealth of latent humour,
for the climber at least finds it no easy matter to stick on
the climb, commencing as it does on an upright wall of rock
with small sloping handholds, and both strength and good
balance are required to make the first few feet of ascent,
after which there is little difrculty.

No. 6, close by, is a well-defined ' V' chimney, with not
even a suggestion of a hold. We have not heard that it has
yet been climbed, and it is offered to those of our readers

who hanker after a bonne boucke.

On Brocr III. the first three climbs, Nos. l, 8 and 9,
lie close together. Nos. 8 and 9, well shown in Plate IL,
lie on either side of a great slab and are easy courses for
novices.

No. 7, the 'Black Ckimney' Cl,imb, commences at the
foot of jVo. 8 and usually provides some amusement. The
rock is extremely rough, the chimney invitingly narrow,
and to fall out becomes almost as difficult as to progress

upwards. By keeping the right leg and shoulder well out,
however, the ascent is made much less fatiguing, though
the risk of a slip is increased.

The next, No. ro, or the ' Leaf' Climb, commences a little
way round the buttress, to the right. The first pitch leads
to a cave and the chief diftculty of the climb is to escape

from this recess up the left wall, and many will find it a help
to use the opposite wall as a foothold. This pitch can be
circumvented by ascending a little way to the right up the
slab and then traversing to the left over the cave. The
next pitch leads over the leaf of rock, which gives the
climb its name, into the head of the No. 9 chimney. A
good variation finish is made by standing on the top of
the leaf and pulling directly up on friction holds.

JVo. rr, the ' Rambling Gully' Climb, begins by any route
up the slab below the cave of the'Leaf ' Climb' (the most
interesting is on the right of the slab and reguires a good
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pull-up to a flat ledge), and they all lead into a small chimney
to reach which requires careful balance.

On Brocx IV., the first two climbs, Ir{os. tz and 13, are
of the 'nightmare' typ" and perhaps not practicable.

No. tz consists of a vertical, narrow crack (in shadow in
Plate II.) leading by a traverse on the right to a stance
overhung by smooth, rounded rocks, the passage of which
is risky if not dangerous.

No. r3 begins in a small cave as a wide, deep crack which
leads upwards along an airy path to the stance of. No. tz.
It must be from sheer ill-luck that this airy path has not yet
been traversed, for its foot has often been reached, but each
time the sight of it has made the leader feel suddenly faint
and he has thought it wiser to descend.

No. t4, the' Throstle's Nest' Climb, a vertical crack, comes
next in the corner, a little further to the'right. There is
a good hold on the left wall and good opportunities of
wedging the arm, but the finish is very uncomfortable.

No. r5, the'Tuin Cracks' Climb, consists of two narrow,
well-marked cracks, of which the one on the left forms the
line o{ ascent whilst the right one affords holds for both
hand and foot.

Next comes No. t6, the 'Long Chimney' Climb, with an
alternative first pitch on the right, a climb full of good holds
and in parts seemingly A.P. (See Plate III.)

A little further on is No. 17, a crack which will be improved
when someone undertakes to clear away from it a large amount
of earth.

Close by on the right is No. r8, or the, Crooked Crach' Climb,
which, for almost its whole length, is just the width of a boot.
On getting a foothold within it, great trouble is experienced
in trying to withdraw again, and the diffrculty is emphasized
at the curves, which give the climb its name. The finish
can be made either directly or by a traverse.

Round the buttress is No. r9, a little climb up a slab and
requiring a nice balance.

Brocx V. is some few minutes' walk further down the
valley and in itself ofiels enough climbs for a day's work.
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The first, No.2o, or the ' Dead, Tree Chimney' Cl'imb, appears
from a distance easy enough, but closer acquaintance
gives a very difierent impression. The first pitch as far
as the dead tree (which is not actually dead but apparently
breathing its last) is simple, and so is the next few feet of
ascent, but here the chimney narrows so much that one is
forced out upon asteep face, offeringthemost shadowy holds.
This difficult bit is not more than a yard in length, but it
reguires the very greatest care.

No. zr is an excellent chimney with a crack up its right
side. It is strenuous work to asftnd by the help of this
crack alone, but a long teft leg cari obtain much assistance
from the wall of the chimney

To reach the next two climbs it is necessary to go round
the buttress which flanks No. zr and ascend up steep grass

and broken rocks to the foot of a face much seamed and
cracked, some few feet from the left end of which is No. zz,
a chimney with two fine pitches. At the top of the second
pitch it is necessary to leave the chimney, a proceeding which
requires great care, especially if the rocks are wet.

No. z3 is another easier crack to the right, which can be
finished either directly or by a traverse.

Round the buttress to the right, a 'sheepwalk' leads
upwards to No. 24, a chimney with an overhanging first
pitch at which a sboulder will afiord relief to those who
dislike a pull-up on the.arms.

Further along appear s N o. 25, the' Oa er hanging C ho ckslon e'
Cl,imb, with one good pitch, not easy to overcome, unless
a good hold well over the chockstone is found.

Only a few feet to the right is No, 26, or the 'Double
Ckockstone' Crach, perpendicular and narrow, but with good
holds. The upper of the two thin chockstones is loose,

but it appears safe enough if pressure is applied vertically.
Next comes No.z7, or the' Holl'y Busk' Cl'imb, on which the

holly bush afiords the only excitement, but the climb ofiers
a short and easy descent from the summit and saves
a troublesome walk round the rocks.

The last climb, No.28, is called the' Traaerse and. Chimney'
Climb and is the most enjoyable course in the Rocky Valley.
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It commences low down on a crack sloping to the right
and leading to the right of a leaf of rock, which is traversed
as shown in Plate III., or by making use of a good

foothold rather low down. The difficulty now is to reach

the rectangular, flat-topped rock, which shows plainly above

the head of the figure, a proceeding easy enough {or
a high-kicking contortionist, but for others, particularly
those of generous build, not at all a simple matter. From
the flat-topped rock one steps into the chimney to find that
the traverse pitch could have been avoided. The first pitch
of the chimney is easy and short, but the second requires

firm and careful wedging, as it appears to overhang. The
flat ledge of rock on the right offers a safe handhold, which
forms the key of the pitch.

The climbs here described are generally of about thirty-five
feet in length, though some, such as the 'A' Climb, the Long

Chimney and the Traverse and' Chimney, approach sixty {eet.

All of them can be attempted as legitimate climbs, with the
possible exception of Nos. 6, rz, 13 and' r.4, and only on

these has the writer not led throughout. It is probable that
other climbs can be made in the Rocky Valley and the
Editor will be interested to hear of any that are worthy o{

being added to the above list.
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THE CAVE OF THE DRAGON: MAJORCA.

Bv C. A. Htrr.

The information that the Balearic Islands comprise Majorca,
Minorca, Iviza and Fomentera will surely recall an echo of
bygone school-boy days, when dry-as-dust facts such as these
had to be committed to unwilling memories. If we, as school
boys, had been taught that the island of Majorca contains
two magnificent caves, the Cave of the Dragon and the Cave
of Arta, our interest would have been stimulated and our
memory for geography improved. But in those days the
science and sport of Speleology had not been evolved.

During the winter oI r9o7 a desire to see fresh foreign
lands, and incidentally to " {ollow the sun," led my wife and
myself to the Balearics, the more so as the ignorance of my
youth had now been corrected by maturity, and I had dis-
covered that Majorca is an island of limestone, and that it
contains caves. The attractive title. of the Cave of the
Dragon set us wondering whether that mythical and probably
extinct monster still lurked in its recesses,* and of the Cave of
Arta we learnt after much research that it was said to be the
most wonderful cave in the world, with the exception ol
certain caverns in New South Wales.t This also suggested
great possibilities, and the knowledge that M. Martel had
been there on an exploring expedition was a further stimulus
and a guarantee that the journey would not be fruitless.
Altogether Majorca offered a sufficiently appetizing bait for an
ardent speleologist seeking " pastures new."

The Balearics can be reached either from Marseilles or
Barcelona, but whichever way you go the Mediterranean has

to be crossed. An old writer has left it on record that the
thing which chiefly repented him in his life was having gone

* In M. Gaston Vuillier's " The Forgotten Isles," rendered into
English by Fred. Bretou (London, 1896), at p. 9, the author, speakiug
of the New Year lestival at Palma, says:-" On December 3rst was
displayed an immense stuffed lizard which, according to traditiou, once
ravaged the island, depopulating the villages near the marshes, whicb
served as its base of operations. The remains of this terrible saurian
disappeared some years ago."

t D'Este "With a Camera in Majorca," p.6r.
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anywhere by sea when he might have gone by land, but since
it is decreed by iate that a steamer is the most reliable
method ol reaching an island, aeroplaning being as yet an
unceltain means of conveyance, it is better to choose Barce-
lona {or the starting point, as the passage is distinctly the
shorter. The steamers, though not so big as the Trans-
atlantics, are sufficiently cornfortablc boats and land you at
Palma within twelve to eighteen hours. On the night of our
crossing the Mediterranean was in a chastened mood, so that
the firmest devotee of stable equilibrium had nought to
complain of, but the return journey was quite another story.

Palma, the chief port of Majorca, is a city of surprises: a
quaint mingling of the antique and the modern, the Moorish
and the up-to-date Spanish. On arrival, installed in a
modern hotel of the type to be met with everywhere abroad,
and not knowing a word of Spanish, we despaired of obtain-
ing reliable in{ormation about caves, but the head waiter
fortunately solved the problem, for not only was he endowed
with a fluent knowledge of the English language, (acquired,
by the way, at the Trocadelo Restaurant in London), but
also with a stock of inforrnation about the caves and the
best means of reaching them. We learned that the Cave of
the Dragon, or El Cueva del Drach, to give it its Spanish name,
was a day's excursion of about twelve hours from Palma,
but that it was impossible to do the Cave of Arta without
spending a night in the wilds of a Mallorcan " fonda " or inn.

Palma lies on the west coast, and the caves are on the
southern coast, close to the sea; so that to reach either of
them a train journey of uncertain timing has to be taken as
far as a town called Manacor. Thence one has to drive for an
hour along villainous roads in a covered-in cart, known locally
as a galareta, the propulsive power of wliich consists of a
couple of mules, as far as Porto Christi, the port of Manacor,
close to whrch is the Cave of the Dragon. The Cave of Arta,
however, is eighteen miles away, so that it is irnpossiblc to
combine a visit to both in a single day's outing from Palma,
and very reluctantly we had to write the latter off our
programme.

The Cave of the Dragon, called also thc Cavc o[ Manacor,
has bccn known f<.rr ccnturics but was uevcr l)t'ol)cl'ly cxplorcd

I,AGO VICTORIA.
I'hoto.by L. A. trlerteL
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until 1896, when M. Martel spent four days there, (Sept.9-rz),
and in company with his friend, M. Louis Armand, and others,
worked out the cave thorougtrly and completed its survey.
Only one previous exploration had been attempted, in 1878,
when two Spaniards from Barcelona succeeded in completely
losing themselves for a whole day and became half dead
from hunger and fright. The despairing inscription they.
wrote upon the wall of the Salle des 6gar6s, a chamber so

called a{ter them : " Ya no hi ha esperanza " (" There is no
longer'any hope "), is still legible.

The French exploration was undertaken at the invitation
of the Archduke Louis Salvator of Austria, who owns large
estates in the island, and proved eminently successful. The
known extent of the cave was more than doubled by the
discovery of a new portion which measures 5oo m. in a
straight line and contains the largest underground lake in the
world, Lake Miramar, measuring 57o tt. in length, roo to r25
ft. in width, with a depth varying from 15 to 30 ft.

Martel considers that the Cave of the Dragon now ranks
among th'e finest in Europe, and compares favourably with
Padirac, Dargilan and the Aven Armand in France, the Han-
sur-Lesse in Belgium, and the Adelsberg in Austria.

The cave is about a mile and a quarter in extent and lies
close to the sea, with which it communicates through narrow
clefts impracticable to man. It is in fact a sea-cave, of un-
usual size, excavated by the waves of the Mediterranean out
ol the folded limestone strata which have been contorted as

a result of lateral pressure into a series of s5mclines and
anticlines on a small scale.

Besides Lake Miramar there are three smaller lakes, known
as the Lake Negro, the Lac des Ddlices and the Lac des

Merveilles, all of them at sea level, though they do not
communicate one with the other by any visible channels.
Their level rises and falls according to the variations in the
Mediterranean caused by the south.east winds. As a result
the water in the lakes, though fed largely by drippings from
the roof, is not quite fresh but slightly brackish; chemical
analysis showing it to be a mixture of three parts of fresh
and one part of salt water, and comparative analysis that the
salinity diminishes with the distance from the sea.
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The entrance to the cave is in a depression at the highest
part of a smooth plateau, about 7o ft. above the adjoining
sea. Descending a long flight of steps one enters a chamber
known as the Vestibule, which roughly divides the cave into
two halves, one to the right and the other to the left, (saa
Sketch Plan). That to the right, which comprises the Cueva
Negra and the Cueva Blanca, each tgrminating in a lake, is
the portion of the cave usually shown to tourists. That on
the left comprises first the Cueva Louis Salvator, also ending
in a lake, called the Lac de la Grande Duchesse de Toscane,
and beyond, the Grotte des Frangais, first discovered and
explored by Martel, the first section of which includes
Lake Miramar.

KEY TO PLAN OF

lHE CAVE OF THE DRAGON.

r. Entrmc.
z, Vestibule.
3, Palmera.

4. Lago Negro.

5. Covailonga.
6. Lac ds Msveille.
7. Pillar of the Virgin.
L Salle de 6gar€s.

9. Salon Royal.
ro, Lac des D6lice.
r r. Salle des Colomes.
rz. Lac de la Grmde-Duchesse

de Toscane.
13. Window,
14. Lake Miruar.
15. D6me Moragus.
16. The Chapel.
r7, The " Gour."
r8. The Virgin Forest,
r9. Salle de los Henqc,
zo. Salle Ammd.
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Although it was winter when we visited. the cave we were
struck with the high temperature of the interior. It was
about 9oo F. and very stuffy, so that after spending some
hours inside the atmosphere outside seemed quite cool in
spite of it being quite a warrn day, a fact which cave
explorers in this country will appreciate, as it is altogether
the reverse of what they are accustomed to.
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Returning now to the starting point at the foot of the
stairway in the Vestibule, a chamber of lofty dimensions
though sadly the worse for wear, two passages between large
bouiders lead downwards into the Cueva Negra, the first
portion of which is called the Palmera, (or Hall of the Palm
Tree), so named from one of the largest and prettiest pillars
which adorn this chamber. At the end of the Palmera a
passage to the left descends into the second chamber, termin-
ating at the first of the lakes-the Lago Negro-where, in
spite of the smoky condition of the walls and roof, the
stalactites still retain much of their pristine beauty and
hang down in thick clusters of detcate needles over the
transparent waters of the lake.

From the right hand corner of the Palmera a narrow
exit gives access to the Cueva Blanca, which, previous to
1896, was the most interesting part of the cave. The Cueva
Blanca comprises several chambers, the largest of which is

known as Covadonga, a great hall with a comparatively low
roof. On the right hand side a steep descent of about 5o ft.,
impossible to negotiate without a rope ladder, leads to the
beautiful little Lac des Merveilles, a miniature lake entirely
blocked with masses of stalactite and stalagmite of an
absolute whiteness.

In the left hand corner of Covadonga, close to a fine
column called the Pillar of the Virgin, is a sharp
descent leading into the Salle des Egards, the chamber
whence the lost Spanish explorers of 1878 were rescued and
where their writing on the wall is still to be seen. Beyond
this lies the Salon Royal, out of which a slope in either of
two directions brings one down to the shores of the wonderJ
ful Lac des D6lices. This is quite the finest piece of under-
ground scenery I have ever had the good fortune to behold.
From the roof depend millions of long delicate crystalline
needles, all thickly clustered together, and reflected most
exquisitely from the surface of the clear water. When lit up
by magnesium the efiect is most brilliant. Curious islets of
stalagmite are dotted about everywhere in the lake, one of
them being in the shape of a cross.

I

i
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This profusion of thin delicate stalactites is quite the most
characteristic feature of the Cave of the Dragon, and is

particularly noticeable over the surface of the lakes, as, owing
to their inaccessible position, the formations have escaped

damage, whereas in the other more accessible parts they have
been badly hacked about and removed wherever within reach.
This exceptional growth in pipe-stem form is evidently due to
the peculiar so{tness of the limestone, which allows the rain-
water, by percolating freely, to take up an excess of carbonate
of lime, and, by dripping through the roof from innumerable
points in a condition of super-saturation, to deposit its excess

o{ calcite quickly.
The Cueva Louis Salvator is the first section of the half of

the cave to the left of the Vestibule. It consists practically
of one large chamber, the Salle des Colonnes, a hall filled with
numerous columns. There are several exits from it, all of
which end blindly in small chambers or impenetrable fissures,

excepting that on the extreme left, where a long slope leads

down to the level o{ the Lac de la Grande Duchesse de

Toscane. This was the farthest limit of the cave until Martel's
exploration opened out the long series of galleries beyond
now known as the Grotte des Frangais. This lake is very
beautifully ornamented both above and below. Its waters
are in communication with Lake Miramar, but it is quite im-
possible to make a direct connection between the two owing to
the numerous columns which stretch {rom the roof to the
islands of stalagmite and effectually bar a passage.

The new extension was discovered in 1896 quite by chance.

One of the exploring party, whilst climbing on the left side
of the Lac de la Grande Duchesse, caught a glimpse through
an opening in the rock, (marked " Window " on the Plan), of
an immense sheet of water stretching out, illimitably as it
seemed, into the darkrress beyond. (Plate I, No. r.) A
Berthon collapsible boat was got through and floated on this
water, and the explorers, by climbing round one of the
stalagmite pillars, were able to achieve the exploration o{
this extremely interesting and remarkable subterranean
gallery.
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Of course it is quite impossible to traverse Lake Miramar
without the aid of a boat, as the depth of water varies
from r5 to 3o ft., and I am consequently unable to give any
per:sonal description of this part of the cave as it is not
shown to visitors. Thanks, however, to the kindness of
M. Martel, who has not only furnished me with the photo-
graphs which illustrate this article, but has also allowed me
to make use of his account of the exploration published in
Sfchtnca (No. 32, Feb., r9o3), I am enabled to continue the
dcscription, which I have rendered into English :-

" The Grotte des Frangais consists of three portions : (r)
Lnke Miramar and the D6me Moragues, an immense chamber
r:nusctl by a fall of the roof, which fills up a portion o{ the
lake at its widest part ; (z) the Salle des los Herreros ;
(3) thc Salle Armand. Its total length is about 5oo m. in a
rtruight line, (i.e., well over a quarter of a mile.)

" Lrrlct: Miramar measures r77 m. from the foot of the
Wittdow to the end of the elbow which it makes towards the
west ; its least breadth is 3o m. and its depth varies from
{ trt, lo 6 rn., reaching 9 m.at its deepest point. In the
watet', which is clear and saline,. a chaos of immense slabs of
ruck lic engulfed, and in the roof one can see the gaps
mede lry the detachment of these blocks. This vault is only
tttorlct'utcly high, about 6 m. to 8 m., but this produces one
bcerrlilul effcct-one is able to admire better the thousands,
(gret'hnps millions would be more correct), of slender stalac-
tiles wlrich are so thickly crowded together. These seem
llkn the tcars of weeping diamonds clustering so close to the
Wator that they are reflected to perfection, so that the boat
Beenlr to travel between two forests of hoar-frost needles.
Tlte gcncral effect is all the more fantastic since the clearness
rtf lltc watcr shows the whole bottom of the lake. Here and
tltet'e un island of carbonate of lime has sprouted in the lake
llka rr lrref of white coral. Certain of these island.s, ever in-
croering in size, less quickly no doubt than the mad,repores
but rising higher, have effected their junction with the
llelu<rtites from the roof, thus forming lovely fluted columns
wltono lnccts had never glittered in any light save ours,
,!+'volul squat pillars reminded me greatly of the decorations

t,
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in the subterranean temples of India-Kailaga for example-
except that here the freakish crystallization has multiplied
the trunks and ears of the elephants. Others seemed like a
scafiolding of Egyptian capitals, pyramids of lotus flowers
fitting one into the other.

" Amidst these islands, between these pilasters, under this
dais of precious stones we voyaged onward; mute, almost
afraid, fearful lest the lightest of our paddle strokes might
break off some of this delicate lacework.

" At the south-east angle of Lake Miramar the roof rises
and a cupola opens widely out. Stretched above a bedch of
white sand is the enormous Ddme Moragues, a cavity pro.
duced at the widest part of the lake which has here Lreen

filled up. An immense, almost circular, cone of boulders,
about 5o m. in diameter, has been formed at the expense of
the strata detached from the roof. The roof here is about
16 m. to 18 m. above the level of the lake, so that the thick-
ness of the ground above cannot be very great at this point,
as the plateau outside is only zz m. in height, and the lake is
at sea level. The D6me Miragues is closed in on every side
and without doubt marks the original extent o{ Lake
Miramar, as two small pools of deep water still remain on
the north-east side.

" At the north-east side of the D6me the finest stalagmite
formation in the whole of the Cave of the Dragon is found,
in the Chapel, a kind of square enclosure entered from
several sides through a regular scaffolding of concretions,
6 m. to lz m. in height. One oI these is very characteristic,
Around a niche festooned with the slenderest arabesques of
calcite are two bundles of delicate columns supporting a
dah, beneath which the statuette alone is wanting ; one
would call it the sanctuary of a chapel, the stately canopy
of an altar, 7 m. high. From the two neighbouring sides, in
front and behind, cascades of marble, like the pipes of an
organ, curtains of. guipure or pendants of brilliants, flow
down from the walls and roof further than one can see

beyond the limit of the magnesium light. Of one material
alone are all these splendours made-carbonate of lime ; a

single artist has chiselled them-a drop of water.

(
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" The prolongation of Lake Miramar consists of a straight
canal along which we had great diftculty in getting our
Berthon boat. This canal is 46 m. long, and its right wall is
bespangled with stalactites which dip right into the \ryater.
In two places hang down a triple drapery of transparent
calcite and a sort of large fir-cone attached to the end of a
slender stem. It was only with great troirble that we got
round these obstacles which it would be difrcult and even
dangerous to break off and allow to fall.

" At the end of 46 m. navigation was stopped by a" gour,"
i.e., one of those curved stalagmite barriers one meets
stretching acloss all subterranean watercourses and pools.
It was about half a mdtre high, and we had to land in order
to get over its crest. The canal continues beyond, but its
left bank ceases to be a perpendicular wall. We climbed up
to a height of about a dozen mCtres by the aid of the rough-
ness of the ground and came out into a new marvel, a
veritable " Virgin Forest," where the trees were palms of
calcite spreading their branches to the roof of the cave. It
was impossible to count them; they were spaced less than
a mCtre apart on the average ; their diameter varied from
one or two inches to several feet. All the usual forms of
limestone concretions were thickly clustered together in this
sumptuous labyrinth-tapers and organ pipes, curtains and
streamers, sea-urchins and corals of a richness and variety
quite indescribable. It was truly painful to us to be obliged
to break several of these carvings in order to open out a
passage through their crowded network.

" We did not succeed in discovering an easier way to the
Ddme Moragues than that by the canal. I was able also to
take only a hasty sketch of the topography of a neighbouring
tnaze. It adjoins another vast dome flanked by several lateral
chambers and descends gently to the east. The whole. forms
t large oval-shaped hall whose irregular floor and shelving
ridge is nothing else than the product of a partial collapse of
thc roof. Along this ridge a series of large boulders and
stalagmite pillars divide the hall into two almost parallel
Iongitudinal galleries; that on the left is the larger and the
ansicr to traverse; that on the right, or south, inclines
ubruptly towards the canal which stretches out along its base,
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" I have named the whole the Salle de los Herreros, from
the name of one of my companions. At the eastern ex-

tremity an expansion of the canal forms a small lake, (saline).

on the borders of which stands a small column, or rather
wand, of white crystal which extends upwards to the roof.
It is 8 m. high and ro cm. in diameter. It is difficult to
understand how it remains upright, the least push would
certainly break it. The Salle de los Herreros measures

roo m. in length. Its shape, the convexity and aspect of
the roof, the presence of the talus o{ boulders and of the
water which surrounds its base, prove without doubt that
here also was formerly a lake now filled up, just as in the case

o{ the D6me Moragues.

" Beyond the Salle de los Herreros our exploration was

limited to the extent of what we could see. Behind the
small lake there stretched out again a third hall, very large
but possessing no {ormations worthy of remark. The canal
continued, quite straight, along one side of an oval shaped

hall which was almost entirely fllled with a mountain of
glistening clay, so sticky that its exploration was very
laborious. At the end there was no exit, the clay appearing
to have choked up every opening. Here.also is a great lake
that has been filled up. Armand and M. de los Herreros
after five hours'work have sketched in the approximate out-
line from which, in my plan, I have drawn the Salle Armand
bearing west and east, at least zoo m. long and 5o m. broad.

" It would be an easy and not a costly matter to provide
the public with access to the end of the Salle de los Herreros,
as boats could be navigated easily over the dazzling Lake
Miramar. It would only be necessary, by means of. grilles
and balustrades, as is done in Adelsberg, to protect the
beautiful formations from the depredations of curiosity-
hunters, and also from blows of the oars. Petroleum lamps
should be rigorously forbidden so as not to tarnish the
immaculate whiteness o{ the Chapel and the Virgin Forest.
In default of electric light, candles and magnesium only
should be allowed in this sanctuary of scintillating crystals."

In the earlier part of this article reference was made to the
Cave of Arta, which we were unable to visit owing to its
remote situation. Judging from the account Martel gives

il
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of it we did not miss very much. It has an imposing
entrance situated high up above the sea on the face of a

clifi, the opening measuring 22 m. to z5 m. in height and

9o m. in breadth. The cave extends downwards in a series

of chambers for a distance of r88 m. until it reaches sea

level, but there is no lake at the bottom. The inside is as

black as 'a chitnney, the whole place being covered with
a thick layer oI soot derived from the smoke of the resinous

torches used for illumination, so that any beauty the cave

may originaliy have possessed is now completely destroyed.
It has been visited for hundreds of years, and there is an
inscription inside dated r5r7.

At a distance of 4 k. to the north of the Cave of the
I-lragon are two small caves, the Cueva del Pirata and the
Cueva del Puente, which are worthy of brief mention, as

they are very analogous in structure to the Cave of the
Dragon. The depth of each is from 30 m. to 35 m., and
they both end in small lakes of brackish water. The Cueva

del Puente, (the Cave of the Bridge), finishes in the Lac
Victoria, (Plate I, No. z), which Martel describes as one of
the most entrancing underground landscapes he knows. The
profusion, delicacy, dazzling whiteness and capricious shapes

of the stalactites have nowhere their parallel, and their
reflection in the limpid water redoubles their exquisite beauty.

In the illustration a number of eccentric stalactites will be

noticed standing out at right angles to the main mass- I
have never yet met with an adequate explanation of this
phenomenon. There are quite a number of similar formations
to be seen in the Mitchelstown Caves and elsewhere, but I am

dubious whether currents o{ air are the real disposing cause.

Besides the caves I have touched upon there are a number
of others known but quite unexplored, and in the mount'
ainous district in the north of the island are severa"l genuine

pot-holes.
Should the Club therefore ever think o{ holding the

Annual Meet abroad, I would strongly urge the claims of

Majorca as a suitable place for an interestins holiday.

Note by lhc Eilitor.-There is a well written account of the Cave
of the Diagon and the Cave oI Arta in Mrs' Mary Stuart Boyd'r
" The Fortinate Isles." (Methuen & Co., London.)
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GAPING GHYLL IN r9rr.

By ArBxellopn Rur,s.

Rarely have the pot-holing members of the Club been
favoured with a season so perfect in every way for the exercise
of their craft. For weeks together the becks were almost
dry-Fell Beck, in which we were particularly interested,
being represented during the greater part of the summer by a
much attenuated trickle of water.

At Whitsuntide a large party assembled at Gaping Ghyll
under glorious weather conditions which continued during
our stay, and some useful work was accomplished. The usual
advance party went up on the Friday night, and so expedi-
tiously were the preliminary preparations carried. out that
Booth was able to make the first descent at 4 p.m. on
Saturday, fix the telephone and guide line and conduct two
visitors round the Great Chamber.

Next morning an early start was made and the survey
party, consisting of Horn, Rule, Dalton, Chappell, Brown and
Mr. J. S. Thomas, were able to begin work at 8.3o a.m.
During the day the survey of the Right-Hand-Branch passage
{rom the Stream Inflow to the end was carried out. The
new plan of the Old South Passages is now complete, and
after testing our measurements carefully by means of several
natural checks we have good reason to be satisfied with the
results of the survey.

On the Monday the same party began the survey of the
South-East or New Passages. Of these the main passage and
the branch to the left of the J Junction were surveyed some
years ago, but the Right-hand Branch has not yet been
mapped. We journeyed to the end of the Right-hand
Branch and commencing work there mad.e good progress
during the day. Owing to the unusual character of the
passages the survey of this portion required considerable care,
but we were able to extend our measurements as far as the
Rarrow squeeze between fallen blocks, (a spot which will be
remembered by "ll who have encountered it), before it was
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necessary to return to the Great Chamber. Several members
were obliged to leave early and ascended at once. Others
remained in the chamber and were photographed in a group
by Hastings, who had spent a busy time in charge of the
numerous visitors who made the descent during the day.

In the evening some of the party walked over to the Hill
Inn and on the return journey reached the top of the col at
midnight on what was perhaps the most perfect night o{
the year.

There are two points of interest in connection with
this expedition. In the first place, so small was the
volume of water in the Spout Waterfall that oilskins were
entirely unnecessary and we landed at the bottom of the
shaft perfectly dry. Secondly, a new form of acetylene
lamp was tried in place of the usual candles. These lamps
have naked flames, are made entirely of brass, and burn
nine hours with one charge of carbide. They behaved ad-

mirably, and with this greatly increased illumination we were

able to observe many details of the passages which are in-
visible in the dim light of a candle flame.

The circle round the camp fire at night was as lively and

versatile as ever, and a novel feature of the entertainment
was provided by Brodrick, whose aquatic performances were
greatly appreciated by the spectators.

r'-'<.
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SLEETS GHYLL AND DOWKA BOTTOM CAVES.

By CurunBnr HasrrNcs.

SrBBrs Gnyrr CevB: The Wharfedale caves have not
received so much attention from Ramblers as they deserve,
with the exception of Scoska Cave, near Arnclifie, in which
the Ramblers discovered, in rgo5, the remains of the ill-
starred " Lady of Scoska."*

About two miles below Arncliffe, and almost opposite
Hawkswick, the road crosses a watercourse or ghyll by a
bridge. At the head of this ghyll is a cave which presents
some interesting and unusual features. In most caves the
passages run generally in the same plane or with a slope up-
wards, and in some cases waterfalls have to be climbed;
but in this case a descent of. r7o ft. in distance has to be
made down asteep slope of limestone scree lying on lirnestone
rock, making a vertical descent of about 9o ft. For the
nextrlSol'yds. a passage with an average height of from
6-ro ft. is followed, the floor is covered with mud and rock

ctnl crfEstfE f

',:.:
and there are some low archways, 3-4 ft. high. Beyond this
a low and winding passage, about loo ft. long with a width
of about ra ft. and a descent of 15 ft., leads to a very

r See Y. R. C. Journal, Vol. II, p. 229.
I See Boyd Dawkins's " Cave Hunting."

I
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?ong chamber, 399 yds. long with an average height oI to-rz
ft. and a width of about 15 ft. The floor is covered with
mud which, in places, lies in ridges running diagonally across
the chamber, cut through by a small stream fed by the
water dropping from the roof.

The stalagmite pavement with which the floor is covered at
the place where the water drops is well worth seeing. From
this pavement and near the wall rises a stalagmite column,
but all the smaller stalactites-the pipes and leaves-have
been wantonly broken down by visitors within the last five
years, and the broken fragments can be seen on the floor.
At the end of this chamber the floor rises steeply unlil it
almost meets the roof, leaving only a very small opening
impossible to follow. The general direction of the cave is
W.S.W., and the total length, including the steep slope at
the entrance, 542 yds. The far end is only about a quarter
of a mile from Dowka Bottom Cave, but must be about

4oo ft. below it.
Dowre Botrou Cavn is on Hawkswick Clowder, about

t,z5o It. above sea level. The entrance, which is not easy to
find, lies 9oo yds. from the head of Sleets Ghyll. Follow
the wall at the top of the scar for half a mile, and then the
wall running at right angles until this wall turns to the N.E.

-the cave lies 35 yds. W. of this corner.
At the entrance a descent of about 20 ft. is made partly

by scrambling and partly by ladder, and then two passages

are seen, one running N. and the other S.

Proceeding along the N. passage, which is the longer of the
two (16z yds.) and very high, {or a few yards, a large chamber
is entered, the floor of which has been dug up in the search
for human and animal remains, and some very valuable
discoveries made.* This chamber is really a water sink
for the drainage of both passages.

Beyond this the passage rises rapidly and progress is
diftcult owing to the slipperiness of the stalagmitic pavement
which covers the floor. There are some very fine stalagmite
bosses but nothing further of interest.
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The S. passage is only about 53 yds. long, with a general
rise upwards and in one place a climb of some 15 ft. The
far end comes out on the surface of the moor and was

probably once the original entrance to the cave before the
roof at the present entrance fell in, which it obviously has,

to judge from the quantity ot d.Cbris lying at the bottom
of this opening and between the two passages.

i

Swinslo Caae and Sorue 0thers. 2gr

SWINSTO CAVE AND SOME OTHERS.

Bv Henoro Bnoonlcr

Although recently the greater Ingleborough pot-holes have
largely absorbed the attention o{ members of the Club, some
exploration has also taken place on the eastern slopes of
Gragareth since the bottom of Rowten Pot was reached
in 1897.*

During Whitsuntide, t9o8, a depth of about z3o ft. was
reached in BulI Pot, and Jingling Pol (r47 ft. deep) was
fully explored.

Swrusto CevB:-About 7oo yds. to the S.S.W. of Rowten
Pot, (" Rowting Caves " on the 6 in. O.S.), is a stream, the
upper end of which is marked on the map as " Swinsto
Ilole " and the lower as " Enters." This lower end is called
" Swinsto llole " by Balderston,t and is described by him as

a cave consisting of a low narrow tunnel about roo {t. long,
ending in a 3o ft. waterfall pitch.

In July, r9o8, a{ter one of the early attempts to explore
Mere GiIl, Rule, Hill and I walked over to Swinsto from the
Hill Inn and examined the upper portion of the cave as far as

the main pitch, but lack of time and bad weather conditions
made any descent impossible on that occasion.

Several times subsequently I had, with other members of
the Club, cast longing looks at the cave, but it was not until
the z3rd June, r9rr, durirtg Coronation Week, that a party
of sufficiently small men could be got together to undertake
the exploration.

The carriage of ropes and ladders from the Hill Inn, by
way of Twisleton, to Keld Head, was by no means pleasant
work on a hot day, but it was nothing to the pull up of 4oo ft.
Irom Keld Head to the plateau above. On arriving at the
cave, whilst the ladies of the party prepared lunch, the rest

] Cl, Y. R. C. Journal, Vol. I, page 316.

t " Ingleton, Bygone and Present," p.64.

I
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arranged the tackle, fastened the 35 ft. ladder to the end of
an 85 ft. rope, and belayed the end of it to the pinnacle in
the passage.

The stream which flows down the hill at this point sinks
into its bed in the manner common on the limestone, but a
few yards to the left there are two or three small holes,
almost hidden by heather and grass, which lead by a drop of
about 8 ft. into the underground course of the stream. The
cave passage runs N.N.E., practically in a straight line, for
a distance of. 7z lt., and the first few yards are very low and
narrow. The passage, moreover, is divided by a partition of
limestone, (not stalactitic as stated by Balderston), so that,
on the occasion of our first attempt, Hill was unable to get
past it in any way. Beyond this obstruction the passage

..becomes slightly higher but continues so narrow that one
must move sideways. The ropes and ladders here exhibited
their usual perverse characteristics, but we finally managed
to get the ladder into position down the pot-hole at the end
of the passage, and found as usual that the only possible
ladder-lead was directly in the waterfall. The only belay
for the ladder-line was the limestone partition near the
entrance. The vertical drop is only 20 It., but the passage
falls about ro ft. in the last 15 feet of its length, so that it
was necessary to play the life-line from above this point and
from round a corner-a very awkward operation. Rule went
down first and the waterfall put out his light at once, but
the acetylene lamp above gave him a small amount of light.
I {ollowed, and we then decided that as two of the men
above were absolute novices, it was not advisable for any
one else to come down.

We found ourselves in a circular chamber, some zo ft. in
diameter, with two passages running out of it, one to the
right, from which flows a small stream, and the other to
the left.

The right hand passage we found was some ro-r5 ft.
high for the first 15 yds., after which a crawl through a
short bedding cave led us into a beautiful circular chamber,
at least 3o ft. in height, which looked promising, especially
as there was a low arch at the far side. We quickly crawled

I
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through this arch and found ourselves in a second circular
chamber of about the same dimension as the last. Beyond
this was a fissure that came to an end after a {ew feet and
rendered further exploration in that direction impossible.
Williamson's Irish terrier was with the party on the surface
and became wild with excitement about the time we were in
these two chambers. He had found two shallow shake holes
about 5o yds. to the N.E. of the entrance and must have
heard our voices down below for he started to dig furiously.

Having exhausted the possibilities of the cave in this
direction we returned to the main chamber and went along
the left hand passage, down which all the water of the cave
flows away. This passage at the start was about 15 ft. high
and 4 ft. wide, aSrd we had an easy walk along it for some
distance in a N.N.E. direction, the roof getting lower as we
went along. After going about 5o yds. the stream ceased to
flow and we found ourselves standing in still water, with a
few inches of mud at the bottom and the roof about 5 ft.
above our heads. From this point the water gradually grew
deeper and the roof lower and walking soon became im-
possible, but, as we could not get any wetter, we worked our
way forward and finally stopped at a distance of about
roo yds. from the main chamber. At this point the passage
was 3 ft. high and the water zo in. deep. We could still see

the tunnel stretching straight ahead and the roof keeping at
about the same level, but as we had then been some two
hours underground, and had been wet through the whole
time, the water having been in places above our waists, we
hurried back to the main chamber and reached the open air
as quickly as possible.

The cUmb up the ladder was complicated by the.acetylene
lamp being put out by the fallen water, the only lighted
candle getting knocked over into the stream, and the matches
becoming soaked with water.

The language of the man who had to wait on the ladder-
a'theavy stream of water pounding down on his chest, an
extinguished acetylene lamp smelling of something other
than roses under his nose and an entangled life line-whilst
one of those at the top of the pitch went out of the cave

293
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and returned with another light, did not at all adequately
express his feelings, but a change into dry clothes and a cup
of tea soon put things right, and the stroll back to the Hill
Inn completed a most enjoyable day's sport.

Where we turned back the passage does not look very
promising, but there is just a possibility that the water may
be held up by a bank of gravel and not by a syphon.

The party consisted of H. Bassett, Brodrick, J. P. A. Dear,
R. D. Farrow and A. Rule.

Close to Swinsto Cave are three minor pot-holes which
have not been described before.

Douals TnnrB HorB.-At Whitsuntide, r9o8, after the
exploration of Jingling Pot, (" Jingling Caves " in the 6 in.
O.S.), a shake hole, with a small hole at the bottom, was
found some roo yds. N.N.E. of Swinsto Cave. C. Hastings
and Robinson enlarged it with the help of a heavy hammer
until a descent could be made, when it was found to consist
of two narrow fluted shafts, 33 ft. deep. For want of a
better name it may be called, in telephone-girl fashion,
Double Three Hole.

TnonNsv Por.-One furlong to the S.W. of Swinsto Cave,
the 6 in. O.S. marks a pot-hole surrounded by a wall which
Mr. Balderston calls Thorney Pot. It has a diameter of
5o ft. and a depth of 4o ft., and with care can be climbed.

Snnnprorp Por.-The last of the small pot-holes in this
district is marked " Sheepfold " on the 6 in. O.S., and lies
nearly half a mile from Keld Head, 4oo ft. above it, and
within a few yards of a sheepfold. It is 35 ft. deep, with a
steep grass slope at the S.E., and a vertical rock face at the
N.W. end. In the centre of this rock face is a fissure cave,
6 tt.6 in. high and z ft. 6 in. wide, which extends away from
the valley for a distance of about 24ft.,and is then blocked
by fallen rocks. This passage might possibly be found to
extend further at a higher level.

There are two noticeable facts in connection with this
series of pot-holes-one, that the line of the main-stream
passages of Swinsto Cave points directly towards Rowlen
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Pot; the other, that the line of the fissure of the Sheepfold

Pot-hole points to Keld Head, where all the waters on this
side of Kingsdale come out into the open. I think it
extremely likely that these two features are the cause of the
spring at Keld Head, especially when it is remembered that
the line of the fissures of Bull Pot, Jingling Pot and Rowten
Pot is the same as that of Swinsto Cave. The waters of
Gragareth probably flow along the great fissure parallel with
the valley, until they meet the Sheepfold fissure and flow
down it to emerge at Keld Head.
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CLUB SONG.

Bv Cr-euoe E. BeNsoN.

(Tune-"'Tis a fine Hunring DaY"')

What a 6ne rambling daY,

'Tis as balmy as May i
To the Meet all the Ramblers have come ;

Every one will be there,
And all worries and care

Will be left far behind them at home.

See the axes and ropes in ?,rr4!t
The climbers their clinkers display ;

Let us join the glad throng
That goes laughing along,

And all go a-rambling to-daY !

Chorus-
We'll all go a-rambling to-daY.
All nature looks smiling and gaY;

So we'll join the glad throng
That goes laughing along,

And we'll all go a-rambling to-day !

There's our Ex-President,
If he said what he meant,

We should certainly none of us climb ;

But that's no earthly use,

For he climbs like the deuce

And has captained us time after time.
A ground where we climbers can PlaY
He discovered for us in NorwaY,

And he's tackled the Alps
And has bagged all their scalPs,

Yet he still goes a-climbing to'day.

Chorus:-We'll all go a-climbing to-day,&c.
I

t
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We arc Ramblers ali,
Young and old, great and small ;

And each one is a keen mountaineer ;

But sometimes we go

To the regions below,
And that is the reason we're here'

There's a hole in the limestone thel'sa1',

Ending somewhere low down in Cathay,

" Old comrades ! so loug ! "
" We will meet in Hong-Kong ! "

For we'll all go pot-holing to-day !

Chorus : -We'll all gopot-holing to-day,&c'

Cricket, Football and " Goff"
At such pastimes we scoff;

No possible Pastime can coPe

With our underground work,

Where the stalactites lurk,
And the cult of the axe and the rope'

So lads, let us hasten awaY !

Make the best of this jollY fine daY !

O'er the crags and the hills,

Down the Pots and the ghYlls,

I.et us all go a-rambling to-daY !

Chortts :-We'll all go a-ramblingto-day'&c'
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CHIPPINGS.
( The Editor inuites contributions to /ltis column on anJ/

matter of general inlerest to Merubers.)

Sur.tsBt Hor-B:-In the last issue of the Journal, at
p.r79, it is stated that neither the stream in Sunset Hole
nor that inside Mere Ghyll Hole are known to have been

dosed with fluorescein. May I point out that at p. 287

of Vol. xv. of the Proceedings of the Yorkshire Geological
and Polytechnic Society it is stated that the waters of
P 99 (Sunset Hole) have been coloured and found to re-

appear at P g;a (Hardraw Kin) ? 'H.B.

Spnr,ao-BllroMor,ocy :-One of the objects of our Club
is to promote knowledge concerning Natural History,
Archzeology, &c.. but it seems to me that in our explor-
ation of caves and pot-holes we have not contributed much
to this end, always excepting the Scosl<a Cave find. I am

sure there is much to be learnt as to the animals, insects,

&c., that live or hibernate in caves. In Scoska Cave for
examplci and in other caves, I found last winter the nroth
Scoloscia Dubitata hibernating, in some caves in consider-
able numbers. This moth, although not rare and fairly
generally distributed, is lound in summer only in limited
numbers. Edward Newman in his " Natural History of
British Moths," says, the females hibernate and deposit
their eggs in the spring, the males being destroyed by the
early frosts at the approach of winter. That this is not
the case I have proved by the discovery of specimens of
both sexes last winter in Scoska Cave, the males number-
ing about one-third of the whole.

In Sleets Ghyll Cave last October I found one Gonoptera

Libatriz, and on the same day, outside the cave, I caught
one Heath Moth, Oparabia Filigrawrwia. This latter
species has not been caught before in Wharfedale.

TI

q
Chippings. zgg

About Spiders there is no doubt much to be discovered.
The Meto Minardi, or Great Cave Spider, has been found
in caves in Kingsdale, Chapel-le-Dale, Giggleswick Scars
and Grassington ; although before last winter it had only
been found once before in the West Riding. This Spider
is the largest of the Meta species, which comprises three
varieties,the other two,Meta Meriana and 1l[eta Segruenlata,
being very common. C. H._:_

Hvnno-ABRopLANES oN WTNDERMERE:-It is to be
hoped that the outcry raised against the attempt to make
use of Windermere as a trial ground for these noisy and
uncertain engines of lvarfare will induce the promoters to
transfer their expbriments to some place more resembling
their future sphere of usefulness, €.{.t Morecambe Bay.

Boulnpn CLrnrnrNc:-The follorving account (from the
I[ottchester Guardian) of an accident to a climber on the
North Traverse Climb of Cratcliff Tor, near Rowsley, will
rernind our' bouldering' mernbers that their sport demands
'cternal vigilance,' and that the 'morai' support of tire
rope does not, to the judicious critic, detract from the
brilliance of a difficult 'problem' :-

"A short crack or corner of some difficulty leads to a
ledge, where the party assembled. From this point the
lcader, Mr. A., climbed to the right to a long ledge extend-
ing in that direction, and at the far end of the ledge
proceeded up a narrow vertical crack. Finally, standing
on a sloping foothold, he reached the top of the rocks with
lris hands. Just as he was in the act of pulling up, his foot
appeared to slip, and he came off and fell a clear forty feet
()n to the grass below, pitched over on to his head, and
rolled another ten feet. l-le had at the time very nearly
f<lrty feet of rope out, and the second rnan was unable to
clteck his fall in any way.
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"This is believed to be the first serious accident that has
happened to a member of a roped party on any of the iocal
rocks. Cratcliff Tor is an old and well-known clirnbing-
ground, presenting a steep face of sound, rough gritstone.
The North Traverse Climb is an addition of recent years,
not many feet to the right of the well-knorvn North Climb ;

it is considered a difficult climb, but not exceptionally so."

-: -
Swrss Mouuraru Rerr,wevs :-The following extract

from the Report of the trnglish Branch of the Ligue pour
la Conserz,atnn de la Suisse Pztloresque (or Heimatsc/tutz,
to give it its German name) is of interest to all lovers of
the mountains:-

" Heimatschutz is not combating all mountain railways
without distinction ; it desires to test each case separately,
and wherever there exists a justification from the point of
view of national economy, it will only intervene for the pro-
tection of beauty of Nature. It is, however, opposed to
luxus-railways, and moie especially to high summit lines,
because not only do they desecrate an unreplaceable
possession of our fatherland, but they also threaten the
vitality of our national character.

" This subject of mountain railways, and especially of
freak railways, is nearest to the heart of most of our
members, and we welcome this sign of determination and
quickened activity because the number of new proposals
is in truth appalling.

" It seems not improbable that the line from Brigue to
Miirjelen See will not attract the financiers ; that the
Aletsch Glacier line will be made impossible ; that instead
of a Matterhorn railway there might perhaps be one as far
as Schwarz See, and that the Jungfrau line will probably
not be allowed to go beyond Jungfrau Joch."

Chippings. 3or

A Cava rN e MUsBUM:-We take the following frorn
the daily press without comment :-

"One ol the most unique exhibits ever placed in a museum
is being installed in the Carnegie Museum at Pittsburg.
It is a replica-in fact, a transplanting, as it were-of a
remarkable cave discovered recentiy near Naginey, Mififlin
County, Pennsylvania. Thousands of beautiful staiagmites
and staiactites from the cavern have (says an American
paper) been carefully removed, and will be placed in the
replica in the museum.

" Parts of the original roof arrd sides ol the cave and much
of the peculiar rock formations of the floor wiil also be put
in place. When the work is completed, one of the most
beautiful sights to be found in any rnuseum in the land
will be presented to the public. f.'he natural cave is some

4oo feet long, 6o feet wide, and about 35 feet high. Some
of the rock formations hanging from the roof or rearing
themselves from the floor were six feet in length.

" One group of forty resembled an organ. These stones
were clean and unmarred by stains. and their colours rauged
from white, cream, and grey to yellow and chocolate. The
loftiest was about ro feet high. Altogether about 3,ooolb.
of the beautiful formations were collected forthe museum."

Wrln Cars:-Mr. J. M. Archer Thompson, writing
to I'/te S?ectator, (t3th May, t9r l), says :-

" \\'ith regard to Wales, the writer has expiored the
mountains for twenty years without discovering any trace
of the wild cat, but last month, when climbing down the
crags of an unknown precipice and rounding a sharp
projecting corner into a trough or gully, he had the unique
experience of coming upon a wild cat between two ribs of
rock. 'I'he animal was about sixteen yards below and as

it remained still ior some nrornents before rnaking off down
the trough, an excellent view of it was obtained. The
colour was lawn ou the back, yellow on the tail and white

I
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about the belly. To the writer and his companion,
Mr. H. M. F. Dodd, the beast appeared very much larger
than the domestic cat. For obvious reasons which all
naturalists will approve, the locality must not be specified,
but the place was hemmed in by precipitous crags and at
an altitude of more than 2,ooo feet above sea level."

ANGLBRS' IuN, ENInRDALE: -This well-known hotel
was burnt down on the zSth March, t9tz.

-:-TnnBp Pesx WaLx:-We rejoice to learn that the
old custom-indeed it was at one time the test of member-
ship-of doing Ingieborough, Whernside and Penyghent
in one day, was revived on the zTth April, rgtt, by
Messrs. Williamson, Barstow, Waud, F. Chappell, W. V.
Brown and Hazard, starting from and returning to
Stainforth. 

_:_
GerlNo Gnyr,r- AT WHrrsuNTrDE, r9r r :-Among the

visitors taken down were Mr. Sidney Farrer of Ingle-
borough, Miss Northcote, Miss Margesson, Nliss Mabel
Buckley, Mr. Jack Buckley (aet. t3), Miss Hilda Wright,
Messrs. Wynne-Edwards and Fricker lleeds Grammar
School boys), Mrs. Wynne-Edwards, and Mr. Neumann,
F.G S., and Mr. Claughton of the Giggleswick School Staff.

-:--CoRoNe'rroN Bor.ll'rnr A'r INGLEBoI(oucH :-Fifteen
rnembers assisted at the firing of this bonfire, but the bad
weather completely spoilt the proceedings.

Srr Clun oF GREAT Bnrretn :-We congratulate the
Club on its affiliation to this body and regret that the
climatic conditions of the last winter did not give members
more opportunity of acquiring or perfecting themselves in
the art.

Chippings.

NonwectaN Tountsr Crus :-Two of our members,
Dr. C. A. Hill and H. Brodrick, are the llritish secretaries
for this club, which every one who climbs in Norway should
join, and will be glad to enrol new, crr receive subscriptions
from, and send the Aarbog, or Club Annual, to existing
members.

MouNrerll Gar,e: -No one who was out in the rvind
which raged over the fells on the 5th November, t9lr, is
likely to forget it. In the current issue of the Rucksack
Club /ournal there is a vivid description of one party's
experience on Coniston Old Man, and we can vouch for its
not being overdrawn. The spray from Goat's Water was
carried like steam to the top of Doe Crags and on the flat
ridge between the Old Man and Fairfield it was safest
to go on all-fours. Some persons indeed were lifted bociily
and carried several yards.

-:-Becr NUUBERS :-These, which are limited in number,
can be obtained from the Hon. Librarian (Mr. J. H. Buckley,
t68, Wellington Street, Leeds). Price: Nos. r, 3,4and 5,

5/- each; No. z, ro/- ; No. 6, Z, 8,9 and to, zf - each.

Specially designed green buckram binding cases for the
two volumes, 2s. each. Postage extra.

Terl-Precns : The tail-pieces are by G. T. Lowe and

represent Norber Boulder, \p. 245), Robin Hood's Bay,
(p. zZ+), Bolton Priory, (p.287), the West Gate at Bird-
Oswald, (p. zgo), Bolton Woods, (p. zgil, Adel Crag,
(p.zg7), Jingling Pot, (p. 3zr), and near Ingleton, (p. 325).
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KINDRED JOURNALS.
Tnr ArprNe Jounwar.

Edited by George Yeld.
(Longmans, Green & Cn,, 39, Paternoster Row, London. zs. od.)

Vol. 25. February, r9rr. No. 19r.

Address to the Alpine Club The President
Some Experiences across the

Oberland in rgro
The Survey of the Himalaya T. G. Longstaff
Three Weeks Camping-out.in the

Andes. (I.) Walter Larden
The Winter Exhibition o{ Alpine

Paintings
In Memoriam : A. J. Butler ; Arthur Pepys Whateley ;

Alexander Burgener; Louis Theytaz.
Alpine Accidents in rgro and rgrr : Accident on the Glacier
de Seilon: Death of Louis Theytaz.
New Expeditions: Various Expeditions : Alpine Notes :

M. Paul Helbronrier's Mountain Panoramas: Reviews and
Notices.

Yol.25. May,
The Saltoro Pass ...
Three Weeks Camping-out in

19rr. No. r9z.
T. G. Longstaff

the
Andes. (II.) Walter Larden

Minor Rock Climbs {rom Cour-
mayeur Claude Wilson

Some Climbs on the South Side of
Mt. Rlanc H. O. Jones

From Noon to Midnight on an Ice
Slope ... W. Symmes Richardson

In Memoriam : H. B. George; Walter Francis Short ;

Benjamin Wainewright ; Dr Theodor Christamannos.
New Expeditions: Various Expeditions : Alpine Notes.

Yol.25. August, r9rr. No. r93.
Some Reminiscences of Chamois

Hunting A. H. Tubby
The Ligurian Alps in Early Spring R. L. G. Irving
A Bibliography o{ the Ascents of

Mt. Blanc Henry F. Montagnier

Rind.red. Journals. 305

The East Face of the Bietschhorn J. P. Farrar
Professor Parker's attempt on Mt.' McKinley
In Merhoriam: The Rt. Hon. Robert Spence Watson.
Alpine Accidents in rgrr : New Expeditions: Various
Expeditions: Alpine Notes : Olympic Games of Stockholm,
rgrz : Mountain Ascents.

Yol.25. November, r9rr. No. r94.

Peaks and Glaciers of Mt. Kolahoi Dr. Ernest F. Neve
Some Climbs in Tirol W. Inglis Clark
The Disgrazia by the N. Face Harold Raeburn
Two Norwegian Coulojrs. Raymond Bicknell
The New Edition of Ball's Alpine Guide
The Peaks and Passes between the Gran Sertz and the Colle

di Lauzon The Editor
The Bregaglia and the Ferro

Group... Claude Wilson
In Memoriam: PhiJip Charles Gosset ; Auguste Blanc.
Alpine Accidents in rgrr; The Accidents on the Mont
Dolent and the Eastern Pizzo Torrone : New Expeditions in
rgrr : Various Expeditions : Alpine Notes.

' i Yot.26. February, r9rz. No. r95.

Colour Photography for Moun-
taineers Dr. Inglis Clark

On the Canadian Rocky Mountains North of the Yellow
Head Pass J. Norman Collie

A Week's Exploration on the
Coolin... J. M. Archer Thomson

An Ascent of Mount Hermon G. W. Lloyd
Dr. Paccard's Lost Narrative: A

Note ... Henry F. Montagnier
Mountaineering in Sikkim and

Garhwal A. M. Kellas
In Memoriam : Edward Whymper: Sir Joseph Dalton
Hooker: Alpine Accidents in rgrr : New Expeditions : Various
Expeditions : Alpine Notes.
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TsB CulrnBRS' CiuB Jounuer.
Edited by Arthur Westlake Andrews.

(Geo. Philip & Sou, 32, Fleet Street, London. zs. od.)

Vol. r3. Sept. Dec., r9ro. Nos.49 & 5o.
A Guideless Holiday P. A. Thompson, A.C.
A Treacherous Summer ... Arnold H. M. Lunn
The South East Gully of Sgurr

a'Mhaidaidh ... F. W. Steeple
Wharnclifie Crags, near Sheffield Henry Bishop
The Spectre of the Brocken W. Pifie Brown
New Expeditions on the Cambrian

Crags ... J. M. Archer Thomson
Derbyshire Pennine Club Notes: Obituary Notice*C. A. O.
Baumgartner.

rgr2. New Series, No. r.
(Edited by Arnold H. M. Lunn. 3s. od. net.)

The Gr6pon by the Mer de Glace
Face

Climbing Down - ... G. Winthrop Young
Llechog and Clogwyn yr Ddysgl... J. M. Archer Thomson
The Twins' First Mountain Hubert & Kenneth Trayes
A Note on the Gletschererjoch ... O. K. Williamson
Claws and Ice Craft Oscar Eckenstein
O$tertage in North Wales Karl Blodig
A Counterblast to the Perpen-

dicular Hilton Young
An Artist of Mountains-C. J.' Holmes M. T. H. Sadler
A Scramble in South Africa W. A. M. Moore
Irish Mountaineering C. O'Brien and P. t.

Dickinson
The Grooved Ar6te Route-N.

Buttress of Tryfan ...
Sea Cliffs and Others
Wastdale To-day ...
Climbs in Northumberland
On Clirnbing Books, with Four

Modern Instances

E. W. Steeple
L. Shadbolt
H. R. Pope
M. B. Heywood

G. Myles Mathews

Kindred, Journals.

The Pyrenees ... C. A. Elliott
Aetna Arnold H. M. Lunn
Derbyshire Pennine Club Notes : Correspondence.

[This, the first number of a new series and under a new
editor, fully justifies the Comrnittee's decision to publish annually
instead of quarterly as heretofore. It is difficult to say which is
better, the choice of subjects or the literary skill with which they
are treated.l \

Tnr JounNAL oF rHE FBn eNo Rocx CrrunrNc Crus.

Edited by William T. Palmer, Beechwood, Kendal.

30.7

Yol. z. r9rr.
Auld Will Ritson ...
The Rock Climber's Plants of

Lakeland
Climbing in the Buttermere Valley
By the Lakeside (Poem)...
A Fortnight's Fell-Walking al

Buttermere
The Coolin from End to End
" April Fool " in Labrador
Wasdale. Head ir " Auld Will "

Ritson's Time George,Seatree
It Caps Owt Dr. John Mason
A Mountain Portfolio Hermann Woolley
The Curbing of Christopher P. S. Thompson
A Night Out in Dauphin6 J. Walter Robson
The Stainton Cavern G. H. Charter
Some Climbs from Kingshouse ... H. E. Bowron
The First Traverse of the Rateau H. Scott Tucker
The Complete (and Replete)

Chimney Srveeper H. Bishop
In Memoriam : Sholto Hamilton Gordon. The FourthAnnual
Dinner: The Club Meets: Climbs Old and New: Amateur
Photographs.

No.5.

Frontispiece.

Pro{. E. J. Marr
L. J. Oppenheimer
Claude E. Benson

R. J. Porter, B.Sc.
Ashley P. Abraham
Dr. A. W. Wakefield
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TnB Rucxsacx Crue JounNer.
Edited by Ernest Broxap.

(Charles H. Barber, rg, St. Ann Street, Mancliester. rs. od.)
Yol. z. r9rr. No. r.

The Poetry of the Mountains Sir Alfred Hopkinson
A Week in Coire Ghreadaidh E. W. Steeple
A Guideless Ascent. of the Dent Blanche
Two Sonnets ...
Nocturnat Excursions ::: ::: J. wilding
The Fatal Accident on y Garn ,.. T. Wyldbore
Obituary-J. Anton Stoop: R. Blackwell: S. H. Gordon
The _l.imit of Strength of the

Climbing Rope G. A. Lister
Laddow Rocks T. W. OUver
Twenty.fives ... J. Rooke Corbett

Tnn ScorrrsH MouNTATNEERTNG Crur Jounner.
Edited by F. S. Goggs.

(Douglas & Foulis, Edinburgh. rs. od,)
Vol. rr. June, r9rr. No.65.

Torridon Arthur W. Russell
The Crowberry North Gully Harold. Raeburn
Loch Awe in the Time of Bruce

and Wallace ... W. Douglas
The North-East Face of Stuc aChroin... Wm. Gard.en
A Spring Song T. F. S. Campbell
Gaiter Club professor Ramsay
Gaiter Song Norman Macleod, D.D.
Proceedings of the Club:-Forty-sgventh Meet of the Club,Easter, rgrr : Skye, Inveroraq Tyndrum, Fort William;
Odds and Ends. Geology of the Biack tYount, Uy Wrn- t.Smith.

October, r9rr. No. 66.
Cowal and its Hills
The Cuillin Main Ridge ...
Corrour

S. M. Penney
L. G. Shadbolt
Lionel W. Hinxman

Kinilreil Journal.s.

Burt's Letters from the North of

309

Scotland Harry Walker
Sgurr Alasdair ... Francis Greig
Ridge Walking in Glens Affric and

Cannich Allan Arthur
S.M.C. " New Guide Book " : Odds and Ends : Excursions
and Notes:-Arran, A'Chir Ridge, No. 3 Gully: Ben Nevis-
South Castle Gully: An Riabhachan and An Socach.

Yol. tz. February, r9rz. No. 67.

As Heaven's Water Dealeth-to
Glen Affric and Glen Shiel... W. A. Brigg

Dr. Johnson's " Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland,
1775"... John Buchan

Fisherfield and Letterewe ... Geo. T. Glover
New Climbs in the Isle of Skye... J. M. Archer Thomson
Forty-Eighth Meet of the CIub, New Year, xgr2: Tarbet:
Excursions and Notes :-Ben Nevis-Coire na Ciste-An Easy
Way Out: Geology of Ben Nevis: Beinn an Lochain (GIen
Croe) : A Wondrous Sky: Motor Launch for Expeditions to
Garbh Bienn of Ardgour: The Ladies'Scottish Climbing Club
ln 19rr.

[The S.M.C. have recently issued an Index to Vols. I. to X.
of their Journal (pp. 288, 3s. 6d. net), which has been compiled by
Messrs. W. Garden and J. A, Parker and is a marvel of systematic and
microscopic completeness.]

Tnn Arprue Srr Crus ANNuer.
(Horace Marshall & Son, rz5, Fleet Street, E.C. zs. od.)

r9rr. No. 4.
Rough and Tumble Ski-running... Sir Martin Conway, A.C.
High Level Route from the Great

St. Bernard lo Zermatt Prof. Roget
Mt. Kosciusko, New South Wales
Round the Bernina Marcel Kurz, A.A.C.
A Day on Cri Ders andZabona... L. Cobbett
Mountains, Ski-ing and Cortina... Walter Larden, A.C.
The Diablerets C. A. Elliot
The Pigne D'Arolla W. A. M. Moore
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The Holy War against the Big Stick and Mr. Caulfield's
Reply...

'li

I
I

TnB Ynen Boor or rHE SKr Crus on Gnrer BnrrerN. i
Edited by H. Archer Thomson.

(W. J. Hutchings, Hillingdon Press, Uxbridge. zs. 9d.)

Vol. rr. r9rr. No. 7.

Club meet at Gstaad, Continental Reports
Ski Running in Great Britain
Ski Running in the High Alps ... Prof. F. F. Roget
Ski Song
Ski Running in Spain and the

Pyrenees
Ski Tours in Norway, Sweden

and Lapland ...
In Northern Norway and Lapland

and Bessheim (Jotunheimen)
Cortina in Winter...
Club Tour in Vorarlberg ...
Bohemia
Feldberg
Ski-ing in Italy
Winter Sport in North China and

Japan...
Ski-ing at Kosciusko ...
Ski-ing in New South Wales
New Tours from Old Resorts ...
Gross-Fiescherhorn on Ski
Lost Spirits H. Gandy

W.J.P.Lilburn

F. H. Butler

J.H.W.Fulton
F. N. Trier
H. Archer Thomson

J. Rossier-Orovsky
W. D. Worthington
G. Dumontel

J. M. Irwin
C. D. Paterson
Capt. B. Head

Aug. Mottet

Ski Courses of Instruction: International Ski Congress at
Stockholm : Tips and Dodges: Egertenthal Jump: Atmos-
pheric Phenomenon : Accidents.

lA_t excellent nu,mber, full of varied and practical inform-
ation for the Ski-runner, and beautifully illustrated. -Members of the
Y.R.C. can get it from the Hon. Librarian at reduced terms.l

Kindred Jowrnals. 3rr

TnB Scorrtss SxI Crun MRcezrNr.

Edited by T. S' Muir.
(Neill & Co., Edinburgh. rs. od..)

Vol. r. rgr2' No. 4.
The Snow Patches o{ Ben Nevis and the Occurrence of Black
Snow in Scotland. Notes on Season rgro'rr: Ski-sticks:
Editorial: The Kick Turn : Ski Tours and Ski-ing Resorts:
Ski-ing at Kosciusko, Australia : Historical and Bibliog^raphical
Notes* on Ski: Scottish Ski Club Touring Qualification:
Second and Third Class Tests of the S' C. G' B.

TnB WINTTR SPoRTS RBvrBw.

(Eclited by E. C. Richardson, r, Mitre Court, Fleet Street,
E.C. zs. od.)

(Published quarterly. Annual subscription 7s' 6d. post free.)

October, r9rr.
Alpine.Centres, Old and New.
Figure Skating (International- Style) ... Ed. S. Hirst
How to Raise the Standard of

English Ski-ing V. Caulfield
Alpine Curling Bertram Smith

Interviews with Celebrities. No. r-Mr. W. R. Rickmers
From the Onlooker's Pqint of View

(a Poem) H. G.

Letters to the Editor: Notes about Novelties: Literary
Notices, &c. : News and Comments (Ski-ing, Skating, Curling,
&c.): Questions and Answers. Competitions.

Janaary, tgrz.
Frontispiece
Pair-Skating for Beginners
English Skating
Cross Country Ski-Running

:.. Mr. E. Syers
E. & M. Syers
George Wood

Johannes Dahl
Dorothy MuirCurling for Ladies

Bobsleighing at St. Moritz K. M. Beaumont
Winter Sport Centres in Scandinavia
Knee Action in Ski-ing William Richardson

A Manual of Combined Figure-Skating (a Poem)



Interview with Celebrities. No. z-Mr. Edgar Syers
Letters to the Editor : Notes about Novelties: Literary
Notices: A Calendar f.or tgtz: News and Comments (Ski-ing,
Skating, Curling, &c.) : Results of Prize Competitions:
Questions and Answers : Prize Competitions.

[This, the latest addition to the ranks of Alpine journalism,
is-the only one,which deals exclusively with skating, ski-ing, curling,
tobogganing -and other winter sports, and will keep its readers up-to-
date with all that is happening in those sports, both at home-and
abroad. Questions on the subject will be answered on receipt of a
stamped and addressed envelope.]
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TsB MouNrerx Crue ANNuer.
(Published by the Cape Town Section of the Mountain Club

of South Africa. rs. od.)

No. 14. March, r9rr.
Two Ascents of the Ortler Prof. Hoernle, M.A.
Two Trips up Banhoek Way K. Cameron
The Dolomites: Monte Cristallo G. T. Amphlett
The Final Crack: Fountain

Buttress William C. West
Mountains in War... Major A. S. Buckle
The Mostert's Hoek Twin Peaks A. A. Jurgens
Meteorology of South Africa A. G. Howard, M.S.A.
N. E. Buttress of Mont Aux Sources. First Ladies' Ascent

Mrs. W. J. Wybergh and
Mrs. Amphlett

A. Handel Hamer
W. C. West
G. F. Travers-Jackson,

A.C.
w. A. G.

Miss N. Clark, M.A.

A. A. Jurgens

" Fossil "
H. V. Begley
F. G. Travers-Jackson

My First Rock Climb
Easter at the Little Winterhoek
Du Toit's Kloof Peak

Two Climbs on Ben Nevis
A Trip to Cape Point
The Ascent of a Little Bit on

Table Mountain
Some "Lion" Stories
An Adventure on the Monk
Stellenbosch to French Hoek
Wanderings of a Clubite...

Members' Holid,ays.

MEMBERS' HOLIDAYS IN r9rr.
G. Wrxtsnop Youxc made the most of the wonderful

season of r9rr, as the following diary of his three weeks'
climbing shows:-

July 3r.-Les Ecrins: first ascent of D6me de Neige by
S. face and W. ridge; traverse of Pic Lory and remaining
summits (16$ hrs.)

Aug. z.-Traverse of La Meije (8 hrs.20 min.,6 hrs. zo min.
actual going.)

Aug. 5-6.-Grandes Jorasses: Exploration of E. ridge
(zrI hrs.)

Aug. g.-Mont Blanc : first ascent by the Brouillard ridge
from Col Emil Rey over Pic Luigi Amadeo and Mont Blanc de

Courmayeur to summit (zr! hrs.)
Aug. rr.-Grandes Jorasses : first descent of the E. ridge to

Col des Hirondelles (r8| hrs.)
Aug. r4.- Grandes Jorasses ; first ascent of the W. ridge

from the Col des Grandes Jorasses (r7 hrs.)
Aug. r6-r7.-Col du G6ant, crossed alone (7 hrs.)
Aug. rg.-Gr6pon : first ascent direbt to summit from the

Mer de Glace (16 hrs.4o min.). (See A.J., XXV., and C. C. J.,
r9r2.)

C. R. WTNcTIELD, whom we congratulate on his election for

a second term as Mayor of Shrewsbury, " acquired merit " in

December, r9ro, by visiting flood-bound cottages in a coracle'

In February and March he had a few days skating and ski-ing,

and spent part of April at Finse (Norway), where he had some

good ski-ing (temp. -25" Cent.).

At the Club meet at Easter; in training at Ross during

June, when he explored some small caves in Symonds Yat ;

and entertained the Club on the Welsh Marches at Bank

Holiday. On the znd September sailed on the " Gwynfa " to
Ostend, Antwerp and back, and on the 7th October motored

from Shrewsbury by. way of Llangynog, Bala, Festiniog,

F
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Beddgelert, Pen-y-Gwryd, Capel Curig, Bettws-y-Coed,
Corwen, Llangollen and back to Shrewsbury, r5o miles, 5,6oo ft.
up and same down.

On the z4th August travelled z5 miles in a balloon with
two {riends and Mr. Percival Spencer, the aeronaut, at
Shrewsbury :-

" Ata word from Mr. Spencer we put out pipes and cigar-
ettes, scrambled over the edge of the car and watched the
sandbags being unhooked and the men who held the car letting
her go and catching her again to test the lift.

" Mr. Spencer had one more bag removed, got another
ready to empty on the heads of the assembled crowd, if
required, shouted to the men holding the car down to let go,

and punctually to advertised time, we shot up from the
ground, amidst the cheers of the spectators.

" After the first feeling of lift, there was no sensation, other
than of the earth rapidly receding from under us. What
struck me most on the whole trip was the vast sea of upturned
faces getting smaller and. more indistinct every moment and
the bird's eye view of the town with diminutive, fore-shortened
people walking in the streets, apparently between the roofs of
houses. We passed over the toy-like Railway Station with
the narrow tracks diminishing into the distance and came
upon the open country, which looked like a chess-board, with
narrow-looking roads along which toy motor cars seemed to
be crawling. Our height at this time was about z,ooo ft.,
and undulations of the ground were hardly discernible and
woods looked like green flats. It was a glorious day of
brilliant sunshine, a few clouds only casting a shadow here
and there. The "hills with which Shrewsbury is almost
surrounded looked smaller but clearer than usual, and so did
the Berwyn Mountains, 3o miles distant, but unfortunately I
could not make out Snowdon.

" Though we were travelling at about zo miles per hour,
the sensation was only one of drifting slowly in a perfectly
calm atmosphere, sounds from belorv could be heard with
extraordinary clearness, and we were able to carry on
a conversation with another balloon about half a mile distant.

" After being up half an hour the earth appeared to

q
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be getting nearer, and the bits of paper which we threw
out fluttered upwards. Our trail rope, about 3oo ft.
long, was let down, and presently it touched a tree top whose
leaves we could see waving in the wind. Then it touched
ground, and we descended until about roo ft. of it was
dra6ging across fields and hedges, and also, to our amusement
and the surprise of the occupants, across the roof of a
cottage. A woman and dog rushed out, and the latter started
to chase us, barking furiously, but soon gave up as we were
still travelling about 15 miles an hour, though the friction of
the rope trailing had slowed down our speed considerably.

" A bag of sand was thrown out and we rose rapidly to
about 4,ooo feet, where, owing to the rarefied atmosphere;
one's ears gave a slight click and there was a strong smell of
gas as it escaped from the open end above our heads. We
attained a maximum altitude of 4,7oo ft., and were then
drifting amongst some light fleecy clouds which afiorded us
the amusement of waving to our own reflections. We enjoyed
the beautiful effects of sunlight and cloud so well known to
mountaineers, and at one time had a glimpse through a hole
in the clouds, of the earth far below. However, the increas-
ing cold and damp, and the amount o{ gas already lost, soon
caused us to descend rapidly; we were rather short of ballast
and had to accept the inevitable and prepare to land, nor had
we much time to spare as the earth was rushing up to meet us.
Mr. Spencer took hold of the valve cord and a sandbag,
one of the party had the remaining bag ready to drop, another
the anchor, whilst I looked on. No sooner did our trail rope
touch than there was roo ft. of it dragging along the ground,
which not only checked our speed but reduced the rapidity of
our descent, as every pound of rope on the ground was so

much less for the balloon to support. A bag of sand was also
emptied overboard. Still descending, the car brushed the
tree tops of the wood. and we landed under its lee with a

slight bump, bounded a few yards and settled quietly to
rise no more, the valve at the top having been opened as we
touched ground.

" The anchor looked very silly lying on the grass with a lot
oi slack rope between it, and so did the car. As soon as I was
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allowed I jumped out to take a photo, but unfortunately
before I had opened my camera a pufi of wind caught the
balloon and turned the car, relieved of my weight, over on its
side, but with the assistance of two men it was soon righted
and the party set upon their legs again.

" As the gas emptied the others got out one by one, trail
rope and anchor were undone and made up, the car slings
untoggled and netting taken off, the gas bag care{ully rolled
up, and the whole loaded on to a waggon, which we followed
to Whitmore Road Station." c. R. w.

G. W. Ltovo, with the Rev. E. A. Aldridge, was in
Palestine and Syria from March zgth to April z9th. They first
spent a fortnight at Jerusalem, during which time they walked
to Jericho by the Wady Kelt (" the Brook Cherith "), the Dead
Sea and the Jordan (three days); and to Hebron and back
(two days). Leaving Jerusalem on April 6th they walked to
Nablous, the ancient Shechem (two days), visiting Bethel and

Jacob's Well en rowte. While at Nablous they ascended Mt.
Gerizim (2,848 ft., i.e., r,ooo ft. above Nablous), and visited
Samaria, which is seven miles away. From Nablous they
walked to Nazareth (two days) by Jenin, Jezreel, and across
the Plain of Esdraelon. Thence to Tiberias on the Sea o{
Galilee, and from there to Safed by Tel Hum (where it is
believed Capernaum stood). From Sa{ed they rode to Banias
(Cesarea Philippi), where is the main source of the Jordan.
From Banias they rode to Arny, a mountain village (4,5oo ft.)
at the foot of Mt. Hermon on its eastern side. From there
they made the ascent o{ Mt. Hermon (9,o5o ft.) by the rock
rib facing Arny, the last 3,ooo ft. being more or less over snow
(3$ hrs. from Arny to the top). The next day they rode to
Damascus, and from there went to Baalbek and Beyrout, and
thence took steamer home, calling at Haifa and Jaffa.

" It is necessary to have a Dragoman. Ours was a young
Syrian and rode on a horse. We were also accompanied by
another man, who came to look after the horse and bring it
back from Damascus: he rode on a mule. These animals
carried our rucksacks,
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" We generally started as early as we could, from 4.3o to
5.3o a.m., to avoid the heat, and averaged about twenty miles
a day.

" The heat was intense at times, especially during our walk
to Jericho and the Dead Sea, the latter being r,3oo ft. below
the level of the Mediterranean and the lowest spot of the
earth's surface.

" At Jericho, Nabldus, Tiberias and Damascus there are
quite comfortable hotels. At Hebron we stayed in the Russian
Hospice, and at Jifna, which is the best place to spend the
night between Jerusalem and Nablous, in the Latin Monastery ;

at Banias and Arny we stayed in native houses, sleeping on
mattresses placed on the floor, which were quite clean and
comfortable. At Safed the Medical Missionary of the Jews'
Society most kindly entertained us for three days.

" As regards food, we took with us tea, sugar, sardines,
marmalade, &c., and could always get chickens and bread,
but not butter, on the spot, and generally a small quantity of
milk. The usual loaves of the countiy are flat and flabby,
made of barleyflour. At Arny the native bread was in thick-
ness and texture exactly like brown paper. It was excellent
to eat, and most convenient for wrapping up our lunch in.
The water as a rule is not to be depended on, unless boiled.

" The people at whose houses we stayed for the night were
friendly and hospitable, but on the whole we were not very
favourably impressed by the people of the country.

" Spring is certainly the best time of the year to visit
Palestine; the country is then looking its greenest, the flowers

are at their best, and there are no mosquitoes. We had only
one really wet day (April r3th, when we walked from
Nazareth to Tiberias), and a {ew showers on one or two other
days." (See also A. J., XXVI.,3z.)

W. A. Bnrcc was at Zennor for Easter with J. J. Brigg and
Messrs. W. P. Haskett Smith, Eric Greenwood and H. Scott
Tucker; at Cwellyn Lake for Whitsuntide with Messrs.

Haskett Smith, J. M. Archer Thomson and others; and in
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Ross-shire for the Coronation holidays with Mr. Eric Green-
wood, and Messrs. Garden and Parker of the S.M.C.

" Zennor is a tiny village on the N. coast of Cornwall,
four miles to the W. of St. Ives, with limited but good
accommodation- There are cliffs all along the coast {rom
St. Ives to the Land's End, but the climbing is only good
where the granite crops out, as it does at Wicca Pool, one mile
to the E. oI Zennor, and at Bosigran, three miles to the W.
At Wicca there is a Pillar Rock in miniature, with a Pisgah-
two, in fact. The climbing is {rom sea level-and sometimes
hardly that---on rock quite dolomitic in texture and sufificiently
rough to make scarpetti and gloves very grateful. Its clean
cut chimneys, perpendicular cracks and delicate traverses
furnish many neat problems, but are not set amid such
striking surroundings as Bosigran, where we have on one
side of the bay a bold stretch of cliff, 3oo it. high, with
several climbable routes, and on the other a ridge which
springs {rom sea to skyline in a series of fantastic pinnacles
and urdtes, so narrow in places that the hand can close across
the edge, with rock as firm as wrought iron; and in the bay
between them a narrow island rising some r5o {t. to a
summit not unlike that of the Gr6pon. At both places the
immediate-sometimes too immediate-contiguity of the
restless sea, Mediterranean in its green and purple limpidity,
the wheeling gulls, sentinel cormorants and peering seals make
the climbing as different from that in Lakeland or Wales as it
is charming- For an off day there are the inland moors with
their grey 'logan' stones, old world 'dolmens ' and

'menhirs,' worked-out tin mines and blazing splendour of
gorse and heather." Cl. Mr. Andrews' "Climbing on the
Cornish Cliffs," (C.C.J., vol VII., p. 55), and "From St. Ives
to the Land's End," by Folliott Stokes (Greening & Co., Ltd.,
London).

" Cwellyn Lake lies in the Gwyrfai Valley, on the road
from Carnarvon to Beddgelert, and has a small but good
hotel, the Cwellyn Lake (formerly known as the Snowdon
Ranger) Hotel, close to Cwellyn (or Quellyn) Lake Station, on
the North Wales Narrow Gauge Railway.
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" Our climbing was done in the lower ranges ''twixt Snowdon
and the Sea,' a district only now being explored by climbers.

" Cwm Du is a cirquaon the N.flank of Mynydd.mawr,with
several fine gullies and a curious rock pinnacle, quaintly
christened King William the Fourth. Y Garn, at the head of
the valley running W. down to Nantlle, has two good ridges, one
of steep but sound rock, the other, not yet climbed, of more
broken character. It was on the latter that the late Mr.
Anton Stoop was killed, and {rom the other ridge it was easy
to see that the accident must have happened by the rock to
which he was trusting giving way whilst he was descending a
quite short and apparently easy chimney. The rocks are
arranged endwise up, like books in a bookshelf, and would not
require much weight to dislodge them-a risk to which
climbers on unknown rocks are peculiarly liable. The cliffs
of Llechog form the W. side of Cwm Clogwyn on the W. side
of Snowdon and are in {ull view of the summit. Two new
face climbs, 'The Mermaid' and 'The Central Rib,' were done
on its very firm and steep rocks (see C.C.J., tgrz, p. r3).
Castell Cidwm is a rock buttress at the foot of Cwellyn Lake,
with one very steep and narrow chimney.

" The weather was so exceptionally fine that some of the
party left their coats at the hotel and climbed Snowdon in
fives-shoes.

" Our excursion in Ross-shire was made in the heart o{ the
deer forests, a district now less populous and less frequented
than any part of the Alps, and would have been practically
impossible without the permission of the lessees, as there are

few rights of way and no places of entertainment, except

with the keepers and at the tiny inn at Cluany Bridge-the
Shiel Hotel has been closed. We motored out from Inverness

on Thursday morning (June zz) to Ben Ula Lodge, near the
head of Glen Cannich, about 50 miles, and from there ascended

Tom a'-Choinich in the wet and traversed along the ridge
over Carn Eighe (3,877 {t.) and Mam Soul (3,862 ft.), descend-

ing to Alltbeath Lodge in Glen Affric. On Friday we

traversed the long ridge from Sgurr A'Bhealaich Dheirg to
Scour Fhuaran (3,5o5 ft.), and slept in Glen Shiel; on

Saturday walked round the head o{ the Allta' Choir Uaine,
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climbing the Saddle on the way, and came down to Cluany
Bridge Inn ; and on Sunday went back by motor to Inverness.

"There are zB3 peaks in Scotland over 3,ooo ft., called by
the members of the S.M.C. 'Munros,' after Mr. Munro, their
first tabulator, and it is, I believe, the secret ambition of
every good member to climb the lot be{ore retiring. We
passed over some twenty-two-I believe Parker bagged a lew
more in the wet on Sunday morning-and some were really
fine peaks, others only, to use the term Dr. Johnson applied
to them 'considerable protuberances.' There was little or no
climbing either on the ridges themselves or on the flanks -our
only good scramble was on the Saddle-and the mountaineer
must find his pleasure in the far flung ranges, wild corries and
quiet glens, peopled only by the deer and the ptarmigan, and
in the wide views, that from Scour Fhuaran in particular,
embracing, as it does, Torridon to the N., Skye to the W.,
Ben Nevis to the S., and the Cairngorms to the S.E., is
comparable, barring the snow, with any view from the
Pennine Alps, looking S.

" The going is mostly over grass and scattered rocks, and
the flora in places quite Alpine. One peak, for instance, was
cushioned with pink-eyed silene,whilst the quaint lichens and
thick moss covering rocks 'hoary white with eld' spoke of a
moister clime.

" Of the spelling of the peaks on the O.S. Maps I will only
say that the surveyors must have had a job lot of letters of
the alphabet served out in mistake, and were determined,
thrifty souls, to use them up. How otherwise can one
account for Ben Ula being spelt Bhein Fhionnlaidh, or Mam
Soul, Mam Sodhail ? As Dr. Johnson says, 'Whoever,
therefore, now writes in this language, spells according to his
own perception o{ the sound and his own idea of the power of
letters.'" lSee also S. M. C. J., XII., r.)

Enrr AnnyueN, J. nB V. Hazeno, E. E. Rornnrs,
PeyuB and others spent Easter at Fort William, climbing
Ben Nevis by Gardyloo Gully, Aonach Mor and Aonach Beag
in scvcn days continuous rain.
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J. M. DevrosoN, with R. Leur, started from Modane on

July 7th, climbed the Dent Parrach6e, Grande Casse, Grande
Motte, Mont Pourri and Tsantaleina, and on the Col du
G6ant met J. nn V. Hezenp and E. E. RosBnrs,who had
come aid La Vierge and the Petit Flambeau.

These three next climbed the Aiguille de Rochefort and
Mont Mallet, Dent du G6ant (first two only), traversed the

.Charmoz and Gr6pon, and climbed the Grand Dru.
Hazard and Roberts then crossed the Col de Triolet, which
was'more difficutt than in ordinary se:rsons, the descent being
extremely interesting.

E. E. Ronnnts in the Maderaner Thal (chiefly with
J. H. HoruncswoRru andW. M. Rosenrs) climbed the Heim-
stock, Catscharauls, Diissistock, Oberalpstock, Htihlenstock,
(first ascended by W. Cecil Slingsby in 1886), traversed the
Klein and Gross Scheerhorn, and climbed the Gross Ruchen
by W.ridge (a long rock climb, first done by E. Calvert and
T. Gray, of the Y.R.C., in 1897).

" The outstanding feature of the marvellously fins alpine
season of rgrr was the warmth of the pights and early
mornings. Although the mountains became very bare of
snow there was never sufficient frost to turn the snowslopes
into ice, so that these remained in splendid condition, being
only iced close under the rocks. Bergschrunds became
enormous."
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CI,UB PROCEEDINGS.

The Committee have pleasure in presenting their nine-
teenth Annual Report, for tglo- I I.

The Club now consists of ro honorary members and to3
ordinary members. During the year 7 general and 7
committee meetings have been held.

At the Annual General Meeting held on November z6th,

r9ro, the following members were elected to hold office

during the year :-President : Lewls MoonB ; Vice-
Presidents : C. HesrrNGS and A. Rur,n; Hon. Treasurer:
A. E. HonN ; Hon. Secretary : F. CoNsTANTINE; Hon'
Assistant Secretary , J. A.GnsnN ; Hon, Librarian : J' H.
Bucrr,rv ; Hon. Editor: W. A. tsnrcc.

Committee: C. R. BenHeN, F. H. Benstow, T. S.

BoorH, H. E. J. Delrou, Fnnox. Lur\clr, RBv' C. C.

Mensner.r., M.A., and H. Wrr.lreusol1.
During the year seven lectures have been given as

follows:-
rglo-Nov. r5. " Easter in the Black Forest."

Mr. W. A. Brigg.

" Practical Ski-Running."
Mr. C. R. Wingfield.

,, 30. " In the Canadian Rocky Mountains,"
Professor Harold Dixon.

Dec. I3. "Swiss Rambles and Climbs'"

rglr-Jan. 17. " climbing in wales." 
Mr' Percy Lund'

' Mr. A. W. Andrews.

Feb. 7. " The Physical Properties of Ice."
Professor Bragg.

Mar. 7. " Solne Rambles of a Plant Collector."
Mr. Reginald Farrer.

,, 28, " Chaiet Moutaz, Arolla."
Mr. F. Botterill.

Professor Harold Dixon was good enough to give a

lecture before the Club on 3oth Novetnber, r9ro, entitled

" Climbing in the Canadian Rocky Mountains'" Professor

Qlwb Proceed.ings. 323

Dixon, who was one of the pioneers of climbing in the
Canadian Rockies, gave a most interesting account of his
adventures. The lecture was illustrated by many excellent
slides, and rvas greatly enjoyed by the large number of
members and their friends who assembled in the
Philosophical Hall, Leeds, to hear it.

On ITth January, I9II, Mr. A. W. Andrews of the
Climbers' Club entertained the Club rvith a lecture on

" Climbing in Waies." Mr. Andrews, who is a great
authority or1 Welsh climbing, confined himself more
particularly to Lliwedd and gave a very graphic description
of the various first-class climbs on the magnificent face of
that mountain.

The Committee wish to acknowledge gifts of books,
journals, etc., to the Club Iibrary, and again invite members
to make further additions to it.

Representatives of the Club were invited to attend the
annual dinners of the Scottish Mountaineering Club,
Ciimbers' Club, Rucksack Club, and the Fell and Rock
Climbing Club.

The ninth annual Club dinner was held at the Hotel
Metropole, Leeds, on z6th November, r9ro. The President,
Mr. Lewis Moore, was in the chair, and seventy-three
members and friends were present. The Club was honoured
by the presence amongst the guests of Mr. George Yeld,
editor of the Alpine /ournal, Mr. F. W. Jackson of the
Scottish Mountaineering Club, Mr. C. Myles Mathews of the
Climbers'Club, Mr. J. T. Ewen of the Rucksack Club, and
Mr. George Seatree of the Fell and Rock Climbing Club.

The usual toasts were proposed and replied to, and
the excellent musical programme greatly added to the
success and enjoyment of the evening.

Three Club meets took place during the year. The
Easter meet at Dungeon Ghyll was well attended I un-
fortunately the weather was unsettled, but the men who
were present succeeded in having a good time, and were
cornfortably cared for at the New Dungeon Ghyll Hotel.
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Mr. C. R. Wingfield very kindly invited the Club to visit
him at Onslow, from the 4th to 8th August, r9rr. The
members who r,vere able to accept the invitation had a
most enjoyable holiday. The arrangements Mr. Wingfield
made for their entertainment included waiking and climb-
ing in the Berwyns, a delightful boating excursion on the
Severn, and some sporting motor rides. Their visit to
Onslow will long be pleasantly remembered by those
who were fortunate enough to have the opportunity of
making it.

The Autumn meet was held at Malham, on 3oth
September, I9t r, and following days. Seventeen members
were present, arrd, thanks to the fine weather, they had a
delightful ramble on the Fell, with most beautiful views,
and saw the " lions " of Malham to great advantage.

The Cornrnittee would remind the members that the
complete camp equipment in possession of the Club is at
their disposal at a nominal charge. Applications for its
use should be made to the Hon. Secretary.

Members have been actively engaged during the year
in rambling, climbing and pot-hole explorations.

The Cornmittee, having regard to the great interest
evinced in Great IJritain in the sport of ski-running, which
is frequently allied with rnountaineering, and to the inclin-
ations of a number of the Club's members to take part in
it, have approached the Ski-Club of Great tsritain with a
view to the Club's affiliation with that body. The Com-
mittee therefore recommend the members of the Club to
accept the proposed alteration to Rule II. of which they
have been advised, as they believe the suggested affiliation
will be of mutual benefit to the clubs concerned,

The Committee have with very deep regret to record
the death of their first honorary member, the late Edward
Whymper, who was elected in February, 1893. It is not
necessary for the Committee to refer at length in their
Report to the position whictr the late Mr. Whymper
occupied in the mountaineering world, it will be sufficient

Club Proceedings. aotrJ-J

for them to record the very deep and sustained interest
which he took in the welfare of the Yorkshire Ramblers'
Club. He was good enough to give the Club, during his
term of membership, two of his inimitable lectures, and

also supplied the Club library with copies of his books,
and in addition sent every year his guides to Chamonix
and Zermatt. Yorkshire Ramblers y,rill always be grateful
to hirn for his kindness during the early years of the Club's
existence. Those Ramblers rvho enjoyed his personal
acquaintance will always cherish the memory of one for
whom they had a sincere regard, and who occupied, by his
pluck and determination and the wonderful charm and
interest of his writings, a unique position in the history of
mountaineering, a sport with which the Club is so very
dearly and closely associated.

The treasurer's report shows a balance to the Club's
credit.

The following have been elected as members since the
last issue of the /ournal:-^

BARToN, Cl,euon, Hall Garth, Clapham, Lancaster.
CuArrELL, S. S., Grosvenor House, Pontefract.
CuuBB, CltrFoRo, I5, Lifton Place, Leeds.
Geuur, AntHUn, r5, Bootham Terrace, York.
GoucH, J. H., 65, Grange Avenue, Leeds.
SyKes, A. W., High Close, Kidroyd, Huddersfield.
WRlcItr, W. A., 36. Park Avenue, Harrogate.
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REVIEWS.

Pee.rs AND PreeseNr Pes:runns.

Bv Cr,tun Scuusrrn.
(Oxrono: Ct-lnnxooN Pnpss. r9rr. pp. 227. 7s.6d. net,)

All mountain lovers will be grateful to Mr. Schuster for
collecting-and in such dignified form-his recent articles
in Tlte Times and elsewhere. It has always been the
fashion to say of the Alps that they are " exhausted, "
forgetting that the Alps are part of Nbture and that she is
inexhaustible. New climbs are being made every season,
and, what is better, old climbs are being looked at with
new eyes, or, as here,described by new pens, for our author
makes no pretence to be a pioneer. More than half the
book is taken up with descriptions of his Alpine wanderings
in the years tgo2 and r9o8 to r9rl, beginning with that
enchanted land " at the back of the Bernina, " passing on
to the stones of Dauphind and the snorvs of Mont Blanc,
dwelling lovingly on the humbler valleys of the Tarentaise
and concluding-we had almost said making the most
of-the clubbiste haunted Oberland, an itinerary suffic-
ient in itself to shew him to be one of those who are not
ashamed to be dubbed " eccentrics." This is not to say
that he avoids the bigger peaks; Mont Blanc is climbed
by the rocks and by the Midi route, the latter in bad
weather; on Mont Pourri, less lucky than we who followed
him two days later, he only succeeded at a second attempt ;

the Jungfrau and the Schreckhorn both " go " in good
weather ; so do the tsietscheln-n6f without risks from
stones-the F crins and the Meije ; all of them with guides,
for Mr. Schnster makes no claim to be a leader, he is
nothing if not modest, but none the less his story shews
him to be a very competent second on the rope.

Interesting as he is when roped he becomes even more
so in the unroped security of the valley, at leisure to
observe and philosophize on the people of the country,

Reaiews.

theii methods of life and the idiosyncrasies of his guides.

Take for example his description of a night in the Granges

Martin, where it is usual to sleep out for the Pourri :-
" The chalets stand on a hillock, say 2,ooo ft. above the valley floor, in a

sea of farm-yard filth; behind stretches a green meadow, and all around

wanders every conceivable kind of domestic animal. The interior differs only

from the common type by the fact that most of the population sleep in an inner

room-whose ceiling makes a hay-loft -containing one ordinary bed (for

grandnamma and grandpapa) and one enormous cupboard which, when opened,

discloses a huge recess where papa and manma, Elmira, Honoria and the baby

take their rest. A superfluous woman sleeps in the outer room, and some'

where about the premises are stowed a hind and a boy' We pulled enough

hay from the loft to keep off the damp from the floor of beaten ea"rth and

spread our sleeping bags thereon. Joseph and the porter, a very dashing

young men from Val d'Is6re, climbed into the loft ; Casimir chose .the floor

and all was ready for the night.

" Before that, hotvever. was to come the best part of the entertainment As

the great pot boiled gently the men talked in that steady flow ofracy trivi.alities

which is of the soil. You should always travel with French guides in these

regions. Not only do they adapt themselves far more easiiy than the Teuton

with his ever-homing soul, but their quick minds find an interest in the novel,.

their ease of manner and courtesy make you friends wherever you go and their

insatiable curiosity as to the Iife of man and the lives of beasts open for you

that heavily-barred door - the peasant's heart, On such occasions Joseph, who

delights in anything young, pets the children and the calves and the little pigs'

an<l Casimir, a traveller in grain, sucks out the history and the economy of the.

valley, the system ofland-holding, the secrets of the cheese, the prices ofthe
market. 'I wonclered as we drove dorvn the valley,'he began, 'why you

don't grow potatoes. You seem to manage bar'ley,' and so the ball is set

rolling. Then, after that subject was exhausted' the porter began the wonderful

cposofthevalley; how he and his father and other bold spirits made their

way in winter into the head of Val Savaranche, not having the fear of Victor

Emmanuel III. before their eyes, and pursued his Majesty's bucks ; of how

there came upon them his l\{ajesty's guardians of the chase and bound them

with ropes, and as they lay there in the snow how he, rvith superhuman

strength and agility, freecl himself and his father and others, all but one' Then

came the wild pursuit and flight across the head of VaI de Rh6mes until he

foundhimselftwenty-four hourslateralone in the wilderness of the head of
val Grisanche and, not daring in his loneliness and hunger to face another pass,

threw himself on the mercy of the carabinieri there, and was kindly entreated,

and so came home again' But he who was left bound was carried down to

Aosta and was bardly freed by the influence of a mighty man there, his cousin,

and by a great sum of money."

In " The Middle Age of a Mountaineer " Mr. Schuster

poses, with indifferent success, for those of us who saw him
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at the Club Dinner two years ago, as a middle-aged climber,
careless of " records " or new routes, but careful of the
cuisine, moved by the memories of the long ago and open
to all the majesty and the sweet influence of the hills. And
in " Mountaineering " and the " Cup and the Lip " he is

full of inforrnation and warning couched in a form of rvords
all his own. Indeed. one of the book's greatest charms is

the quaint mingiing of pathos and humour, of the apt
quotation and le mot jusle, which makes every page a
quarry for the reviewer. Such sentences as these:-'( It
" was not light enough to save our slippered toes from the
" loose stones and we moved with curses by the sense of
" touch "-" They looked to me the kind of Alpine company
" which meets with regrettahle incidents "-" I cannot name

" the flowers thrortgh which we brushed but we adored
" where rve did not understdnd "-" There are those who

" complain of chalet dirt. It is, however, a good, honest

" dirt "-" To be really wet through is the most luxurious

" of sensations. Add a session of sweet and occasionally
" silent thought, a blanket for 1'our garment, your naked

" toes against the fire-bars, your dripping garments playing
" a symphony on the top of the stove and u'ho shall ask

" more of fate or lament a lost mountain ? "-and many
another, are sentences to store in the memor)/ for use on
occasion.

It is not too much to say that with writers like Mr.
Schuster-and may we add Mr. Young-the glorious
company of Whymper and Leslie Stephen and their
successors is in no danger of lacking good suit.

One word in conclusion in praise of Mr. New's maps,
drawn as an eagle or an aeroplanist might see them, the
ridges and glaciers in sunlight and the valleys in shadow,
as conventional in form as the old monkish maps but strictly
accurate in their main outlines.

Reuiews. 3zg

Auorsc Tnr: Hrlls.
A Boor on Jov rn Hrcn pr,ecns.

By RBcrnalp FennBn,
(LornoN: llelnr-rv Bnos. r9rr. pp. 326. ros. 6d. net.)

Mr. Farrer's latest worl< needs no words of ours to
ensure it a rvarm welcome from his fellow-members.
Their enjoyment of his ,,Yorkshire Garden,,, of his papers
" The Population of the Alps " and ,, Gaping Ghyll " in this
/ournal, and of his two delightful lectures, in the first of
which, by the rvay, he gave us a foretaste o[ the present
work, are too recent to make that necessary. But tc the
rvorld of Alpinists at large, ,,Among the IJills', reveals a
nerv outlook on their little world and adds, it is not too
much to say, a new evangel to the Gospel of the Mount_
ains. Of the more obvious phases of the sport we have
had chroniclers galore, some inspired and inspiring, some
didactic, some others merely funny and a few depiessing.
Even in Mr. Farrer's own domain of Mountain Botany the
annual output is considerable, but we knorv of none like
this. Most of them are merely bool<s of more or less
scientific description, but in his he gives a charming
account of what he called a ,, cheap little humble trip of
six weeks or so round the Graian Cottian and Mariiime
Alps," in which every stage, every halt-we had almost
said every meal-and certainly every flower, is recorded
rvith gay good humour and a marvellous variety of
diction.

Those of us who, in this latter age, when all the nations
are Alpinists, have almost persuaded ourselves that the
Alps, as climbers used to know them, only begin south of
the Pennines, will especially welcome his descriptions of
their favourite playground. The Mont Cenis, the lValden_
sian Valleys and the Maritime Alps are his hunting-ground,
his terraiu, not, need tve say, the rock summits or the
rvoocled lorvlands but the slopes a'd the moraines betwee',

G
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and his prey the mountain flowers that in early summer
glorify those otherwise sufficiently uninteresting places.
His method is the simple and natural one of describing
how and where he finds each particular flower and then
enlarging on its virtues and vices, its propensities and dis-
likes, with the full knowledge he has acquired in his own
garden at Ingleborough. Into these we have no space to
enter, but every climber ought to read them. There are
numerous plates of wonderful accuracy and charm and
we hardly know which to admire most, the landscapes of
Mr. Soper, radiant with flower-covered meadows, or the
exquisite flower studies of Mrs. Addington Symonds.

Almost every page would justify a quotation but we
will content ourselves with the following as of special
interest to members :-

" But the fact is that few people seem to have any adequate sense of the
beauty of rock as mere rock. Without consideration of garniture or sur-
roundings rock itself can be one of the most beautiful things in all beautiful
nature. I would as soon chip and hack at a natural rock-face as I would
try to quarry building blocks from the Lemnian Athena. Yet so many
people seem blind to these possibilities of pleasure and look on stone simply
as a thing that gets in your way when you are making a path or perhaps

may be made useful as road metal. They bash it down with hammers and
leave a venerable surface gashed and scarred and mangled beyond repair
of nature; or they hew steps in it of a rarv and mathematical preciseness,

They have neither sight nor reverence' yet gods as surely dwell in rock and
cliff as in the oak or the glittering water.

" Yet all stone has not the same mystery of holiness and beauty, With
my inevitable prejudice I find myself always going back longingly to the
thought of this noble mountainlimestone of ours*the loveliest of formations
that I know. For, if it has not the rosy blush of the Jurassic nor the rich
glow and glory of Dolomite, yet its shades of colour, though gentler, are no
less wonderful and in form of individual block it even surpasses either. See.

how it weathers and frets into the most fantastic shapes; how sometimes it
keeps to stern and precipitous lines unfriendly in their splendour or softens

into *outonnl shelves and declivities on which velvety mosses lodge in
lines and cushions; or is often channelled smooth by rain or washed into
Iittle ripples and ridges or pierced and tunnelled into hollows and holes
and rouncled basins where the moorland water lodges, And in colour how
it varies infinitely; lilac pink in summer haze, and grey in storm; bone-

white at times, and blue in winter or darkening to black or violet in rain;
but always shaded and varied and graded in its tones, conveying in its
successive moods the impression of its personality.
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,,For even if it be too mystic c thought forJermyn Street, I can butfeel.that all the organic strata have _or! .y.p"ity with the ways of theworld 

-than 
those grim primeval rocks that'ari congealed fire out of tbetime when no life yet was. Look at these sterile straight lines of the granitefrom which poot pimatra marginata t angs on- tt,is Bocca r,orina_howstiff and pitiless and alien' 'I'his stone has"never had any part in life; lifepasses it by, receiving no companionsbip, and giving none. But for thoserocks.that are built up ofcountless _yri"i hu.L.-oi existence, it seems as ifthe. ghosts of their bygone component activities still linger in theut, andnrake one with the life that unceasingly flo*, on; and understanding,adapting themselves to the purposes of the world instead of resisting stupidlylike the granites and then gracelessly capitulating- in ugly ruin. Comparethe surrender of a limestone mountain with th" rooil.r, collapse of a granitic.Take two : look round at gaunt Viso, now p.urinfolr., tfre hills; it is nothingbut a wreckage of sharp slabs and sprinters, a'mere tumure of desorationwhen you draw near; ancl then 

"ornp"r" 
thi; ;ith the moulded # ;;;;;loneliness of Croda l{ossa or the Drei Zinnen_not a whit less splendid,though, than Viso, in the soaring upward rush of their p..k.. O;: f';;;do not care to go so far, compare the nobre rines of the Long scar withthe huddled gritstone masses under the western face of f.igf.br""gilexactly like a rock-garden of the Victoriao 

"ru in their bald and chaoticbarrenness.,,

. W:_.un hardly hope for another work as good as this,but Mr. Farrer,s genius is so versatile that we hope itsreception will encourage him to try.

Wlru Srr rN NoRwey AND LApLAND.
Bv J, H. W. Fur,roN, B.A.

(LoNDoN: psrr.rp Lna Wiq,nrvnn, r9rr, pp. xv, and 254 5s. od.)

. This is a straightforward account in diary form of howthe author with his wife and a friend fared in March andApril, I9rr, at Bessheim, on the eastern confines of the
Jotunheim and, further north, within the Arctic clrct., .t
Tromsci and at Kiruna in Swedish Lapland.

_,-After watching the Annual Jr;;;;; Competition atIjolmenkollen, the party went by train flom christiania toSjga.and forward by sleigh to Bessheim,two days, journey.
Bessheim is a collection of hall a dozen small woodenhouses on the Upper Sjodals l.ake, and at least sixdifferent mountains can be ascended from it irr one dayexpeditions, almost all of them afforcling straight ,rnr; <'rt.
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enormous length, some of several miles. There are no
trees, which the author, an experienced ski-runner, thinks
a drawback, much ski-ing amongst the woods of the
Feldberg.and other places have given him, he says, such a
fondness for trees, that a run through a good wood would
have been a pleasant change. Another drawback to
Bessheim, he says, is that when the snow is soft one is apt
to scrape over a good many thinly covered rocks and
stones in some places, and a third is the prevalence of
north-west winds. But the advantages of the place far
outweigh these few drawbacks, and it is likely soon to
rival Finse in popularity.

On their return to Christiania the. party took train to
Trondhjem and steamer to Tromstj, where they got a little
ski-ing in bad weather and then returned by steamer to
Narvik and took train to Kiruna, where they spent a
fortnight ski-ing over rather flat country, mostly in search
of Lapp encampmerlts and reindeer. The latter part of
the book is devoted mainly to a description of the Lapps
of whom they rvere fortunate enough to see a great many
at one of their rare reiigious meetings.

The book is full of side-lights on the manners and
customs of the Norsk people and pays tribute-as all do
who know them-to their courtesy and hospitality. Useful
information about routes and prices is not lacking, and the
following remarks on the art of ski-ing are well worth the
attention of a beginner :-

,'The orclinary English shier avoids going into woods as rnuch as possible,
and yet ifhe wants to learn to control his ski properly there is no better or
quicker method of doing so than by practising runs anrongst trees. Moreover,
once having attained a certain amount ofskill in control ofthe ski, there is no
more fascinating way of putting such skill into practice than this kind of
running.

..I have over and over again come across ski.runners u'ho can make very
pretty turns of various kinds when on an easy practice-ground and yet who
can never utilise these on an expedition. The reason is easy to find, On the
practice-ground the skier cen choose his own spot on which to mahe his
turn-usually he knows before he reaches it where it is to be, and prepares
accordingly. If on nearing his chosen spot he does not feel comfortable or
ready he can probably go on running straight unril the favourable nronrent
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arrives. Then and only then he makes or tries to make his turn, and ifhe
succeeds two or three tirnes he begins to think he has mastered it. when he
goes on an expedition he finds that the ', favourable '' moment seldom occurs
and when a turn is necessary he sometimes manages it but more often than
not either falls or has to stop. This is disappointing and discouraging but
happens to everyone without any exception when learning to ski. But to
those who avoid tree.covered slopes it goes on happening foia long time.

" To start with, all turns should be practised on an easy open practice.slope
which is neither long nor steep. At first the skier wants a flat place to start
from, and ifthe slope is short he can slide down, rnake his turn, and be up
again rea<iy for anothcr turn very quickly. Now as this is not a work on hou,
to learn to ski I will not attempt todescribethe turns in detail or how to make
thern. If the reader is interested in the subject ret him read Mr. Richardson's
The sii Runner, or Nfr. caurfierd's Hotu ro ,skirinbotb of which he will fin<l
these things fully explained. But once having got the idea of any one turn
the way to learn how to use it on tour is to practice it assiduously on ever],
possible occasion, And one of rhe best ways of doing this is to go and
practise short runs among trees, and try to twist in and out ofthern without
stopping. At first no doubt this will be dificult, but later on a run through
trees will be found much more interesting than most straight ,on, 

^.ro.. 
opi.

slopes, All ski-runners like long, straight, open runs. It is a great advantage
to learn to like tree work too. The latter is much more of an acquired tasie
than the former, which is naturar to everyone. Not only do the w-oods afford
excellent all'round practice, but also they very often offer good snow and good
ski running when none is to be obtained in open spaces. The snow in wJods,
being more sheltered from sun and wind, frequentry remainsin good condition
long after the snow in the open has become bad. I think that the best advice
that can be offered to would-be ski-runners is to stu<ry the excelrent Engrish
books on ski-running here mentioned, to be very caieful to get the correct
" style," or rather that style recommended by the authors of those books and
by all good Norwegian runners ( called the Norwegian style ) and to make it
their business to become a^s proficient as possible in all the turns. But having
acquired some skill in turns the ski-runner must be very careful not to overdo
the use ofthem and instead of going fast and straight whenever possible, be
for ever twisting and turning, thereby decreasing his speed. It should be his
obiect to go as fast as possible, compatible with safety, and therefore onty to
use turns to avoid obstacles or to slow up when there is danger ahead. Oiten
a halfor even a quarter turn will be sufficient.',

The numerous small but excellent photographs give a
good idea of rvhat Norway looks like in winter.

Nonwey AT HoME.
Bv Tnonres B. Wrllsoll, M.A.

(Loroorv: Gronce Newrrs, Ltd. pp. xl. and zzg.)
Everyone who has been in Norway-and indeed everyone

who has only been to Norway (in a tourist pleasure
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steamer)-will be glad to learn from this useful little work
something more of their cousins who live in that pleasant
land. As the author reminds us " the Norwegians are truly
" our kinsmen and are not merely related to us in race but
" for some centuries at any rate have shared with us the

" possession o[ these islands and left their mark indelibly
" impressed upon our land,"

After a brief description of the physical features of the
country the author deals in turn with the Constitution and
Government, National Defence, Religion, Literature, Music,
Education, Trade, Agriculture, Social Life, Local Govern-
ment and all the other matters that go to make up the Life
History of a State, and on all of them has much to tell that
will make the sojourner better able to appreciate the ways
of life and the people he meets. That in some things
Norway is in advance of*or shall we say different from-
most nations is well known. Women, for example, even

married women, have the vote, and a whisky and soda is
hard to come by, even in Bergen. Small ownership
of land is universal and political power is in the hands
of the Bonder or farmer class, which, though in feeling
strongly conservative, is otherwise strongly democratic.
Reserved and quiet like our North Country breed, and likc
them courteous if met courteously, they share the virtues,
the prejudices and often, longo interaallo, the blood of
our dalesmen,

To Ramblers the chapters on the Rural Customs, the
Fisheries, the Forests, the ways of Travel and especially
that on Norway as a playground (where, of course, our
Ex-President's book is described as the book par ercellence

for all who wish tovisitthegreatmountains of Norway and

the vasi Glaciers) will especially appeal. Some of us

have been to Norway and will continue to go. Those who

have once been there always want to go again, though not
perhaps every year, for it takes time to efface the memories

of the stormy sea that lies between. As one enthusiast has

exclaimed " switzerland we admire, Tirol we like, Italy
" we worsltip, Lakeland we cherish, but Norway-we love."

Reaiews.

Oxrono MounrertEERrNG Essevs.

Edited by AnNor,n H M. LuNn.
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(LoNDoN: EnwrN AnNor,o. rgt2, pp. xL and 236, !s. od. net.)

The sport of Mountaineering has been treated in so

many different ways, and by so many writers, that it
argues some boldness in the youthlul contributors to this
small volume to strike out a nerv iine and to assert, as the
Editor does in his Preface, that " as subjects for literary
" artistic and philosophic inquiry the mountains are far
" from exhausted-that the basic emotions of the hills, at

" once bold and subtle, remain an almost untouched field,

" and many a curious bypath in the psychology of moun-

" taineering has yet to be explored." The result, however,
goes far to justify the venture.

The first essay, by Mr. Michael T. H. Sadler, on " An
Artist of Mountains-C. J. Holmes," which, by the way,
appears also in the current number of the Climbets' C/ub

Journal, is a whole-hearted eulogy of Cdzanne, the head

of that Post-Impressionist-or as he prefers to call it
" Fauvist"-5stl6el of painters, whose exhibition in Igro
so fluttered the artistic dovecots, and of his disciple, Prof.

C. J. Holmes. We cannot pretend to follow him in con-

clusions which would make a call on the broadest minded
of artists. It may be true that " in his pictures and

"drawings of the English Lakeland he (Mr. Holmes) has

externalized " (horrid word !) "an aspect of mountain
scenery which is " quite new," and that he paints " mount-

" ains not so much as they actually look but as one

" remembers them to be, and this is the same as saying

" that repudiation of illusion or naturalism enables him to
" suggest the 'mountainness 

t of the mountain, the vague

" essential something which tells me it is a mountain," and

that by adopting the black border round the object in his
pictures " he is able to dispense with chiaroscuro-almost

" with perspective," but we still prefer the Lakeland
sketches by Turner in Room X. of the Tate Gallery'

A shower of stones sent down by chamois sets

Mr. Julian S. Huxley moralizing on the everchanging
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character oI the " everlasting " hills and the littleness of
man. Mr. Norman Young passes the Greel< poets through a

small sieve to show that they did not know a mountain wheri
ttrey saw it, or only sarv it as a rampart for the sea or a

resting place for the clouds, but corrcludes that our mountain
worship is oniy " a new epiphany of the spirit of Hellas
" and the spirit will be the same, even though the men ol later

" ages find their romance beneath the seas whereon the
" Greeks sought it, or above the mountains in which our quest
" is set." Mr. H. E. G. Tyndale compares in quaint aphor-
isms the mountaineer to a pilgrim, and concludes that the
mountaineer will learn two things by experience, viz.: that
" wherever he rnay find himself he can advance many reason s

" for and against every proposal, as conscience-free as the
" pilgrim hirnself, calling in prudence to support equally his

" bold or his lazy wishes, which is a dangerous thing for all
" climbers, as Mr. Worldly Wiseman knows," and, qgain,
that " the secret of a true holiday lies, not in the abandon-
" ment of everything familiar in search of distraction but ir-r

" taking up some fresh and absorbing interest which will con-

" tinue from one holiday to another." In " Passes" Mr. N. T.
Huxley is profoundly introspective. "Your true mountain

" Iover," he says, " professes himself a.mystic : he is one of
" those that 'live by places,' and he waits upon the fruition
" of those moments in which his senses give him a sudden

'1 feeling of fellowship with his surroundings. Oniy
" in isolation from his fellows from science and from the
" interference of intelligence, when he adopts a 'wise
" passivity' of mere sensation, is this sense of fellowship
" granted him; and among the peaks, under the spell of
" his rhythmical bodily movernents, he and the silent
" mountains stand face to face as pure living sensation and

" lifeless matter, and each finds in the other a mysterious

" completion."
Mr. H. R. Pope has some wise words about the vul-

garization of our British hills. " The great god Pan is
" very gracious to his worshippers, but not when they come

" in crowds. Some of our hills have been turned into a sort
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" ofsuburban playground ofour northern towns, and there
" are times when we seem to detect the staleness of the
" suburbs even in the windy heights." Ramblers and

" Rocky-fellers " mav jib a little at this but they will find
in his praise of British hill climbing some new arguments
for their sport.

"Rock Climbing at Oxford " lvritten, doubtless, by
someone still in statu pupillarii, for he prefers to remain
anonymous, has many picturesque touches ; and in " The
Mountain of Youth," the Editor winds up the series r,vith a
pleasant autobiography of his own rnountain experiences in
humorous vein not untouched with sadness, from which lve
are gla<l to gather that his accident has not altogether
stopped his climbing.

We could have said much more about this pleasant
volume, if space allowed : sumce it to say that we welcome
its contributors into the Brotherhood of the Mountains.

Tne Dor,ourrss.
Bv S. H. Heunn.

(LoNDoN: MerHueN & Co. r9ro. pp. xr. and 3o5.)

To the mountaineer the most interesting part of this
volume is that by Mr. W. J. Williams, A.C., on "Climbing in
the Dolomites," in which he will find a short account of the
special characteristics and history of Dolomite climbing,
and of the different ways of all the principal peaks. With
this and the more detailed guide-books to which he is
referred he rvill have no difficulty in planning out a tour irr
this fascinating district, and when he has accomplished it
rvill be able to take sides in the still vexed question whether,
as their lovers assert, the Dolomites afford the finest
climbing in Europe or no. The botanist and geologist
also will find the chapters in their respective hobbies of
great value.

The rest of the book appeals rather to the mere tourist
or rambler and betrays on every page the wonder and
delight which he, like the author, must surely feel at the
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bizarre shapes and marvellous colouring of these strange
torri and cinta, so strange and grotesque that it requires
the coloured illustrations to make him believe them possible.
These illustrations indeed, b1' Mr. Harry Rowntree, are

perhaps the best part of the book, if indeed they are not its
raison d'/tre. Each one is a feast of colour, and a com-
parison with the colour photographs which Mr. Inglis Clark
recently shorved to the Club and has since reproduced in
the Alpine /outnal shows that they are not exaggerated.
They form an interesting contrast to the chromo-
iithographs of Messrs. Gilbert and Churchill's " Dolomites "
(r86a) and Miss Edwards's " Untrodden Peaks and

Unfrequented Valleys" (1875) and shew what an advance

in book illustration has been achieved by the three-colour
process.

The sketch map printed on the inside cover is a method

which all such books of travel would do well to copy.

Ar-prNe FlowBns eNo Genoens.

PerNrrro eNp DpscnrBED By G. Fr,BuwBlr-,
(LouooN: A, & C, Bl.rcx. r9ro. pp, xrv. and 167,)

In dealing with this book a comparison with Mr. Farrer's

" Among the Hills " is almost inevitable. Both are
adorned rvith colgur pictures of great beauty-some of
Mr. Flemwell's are exquisite, though he confines himself to
landscapes, where the flower-studded foreground serves as

a frame to some well-known peak in the distance, and he

has no detailed drawings of individual plants ; and both
show a close first-hand knowledge of the subject. , But
Mr. Farrer's anecdotal method of description is certainly
more arresting and affords more scope for detail and his
style is all his own.

M. Henri Correvon in the Prelace describes this book
very justly as "un podme, un chant i. la louange de la nature

" alpine et alpestre," and the author writes as a poet of
the Alps in their season's garb-spring, summer and
autumn in turn. More strictly scientific are his chapters

Reaieus.

on " Where do Alpines begin ? " and " Characteristics of
" Alpine Plants," in which latter he inclines to the theory
that " the real primary and original rneaning of the colours

" markings, nectar and scent of flowers is not to attract
" insects but to deter grazing and browsing animals,"
although he adrnits the only animal to be deterred was the
mammoth, but suggests they have been amiably retained
for the delight and use of the insects. He remarks also
on the astonishing depth of the roots and describes the
keen struggle for existence waged by Alpine plants and
their contempt for added t' comforts " such as manure.

" Born in hardship, as children of hardship, they have so

" attuned themselves to harsh conditions as to make of
" these the very mainspring of their joy in life."

The successful work done by the Swiss " Association
pour la Protection des Plantes," now merged in

" Heimatschutz" in stopping the removal of Alpine plants
by collectors, professional or amateur, and by peasants

and tourists is described, and we are told that the Society's
efforts to substitute the sale of the seeds for the plants
themselves have been largely successful. A description
of the Society's own rock gardens on the Rochers de I'{aye
and at Bourg St. Pierre (where, by the way, we remember
having a delightful nap in I893), and some hints on "the
" science of putting two and two together in order to make

" four, in the culture of Alpines away from their wild
" conditions," conclude the volume.

Tnur: Talps oF MouNrlIw AovnNtunBs.

Bv Mns. AusnBv Ls Br,oxo.
(LoNDoN : T. Frsnrx Ut*tt;r.?;r1., 3rd IurnnsstorY. pp. xvl

The fact that this is a third edition shows that the
increase in more recent tales of mountain adventure has not
diminished the public demand for these older stories culled
for the most part from the Alpine classics and annotated
by one who has herself spent many strenuous seasons in
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the Alps. But there are many more such stories between
the sober covers of the Alpine /ournal and elsewhere, not
accessible to the general public, and a second series would
find a warm welcome.

ReNrelos rN THE Br,ecr Fonnsr.
Bv J. A. R. Wvr,ra.

(Lor'roos: Mn.rs & Boox. pp. vrlr. and 325. 6s. od.)

The authoress of this pleasant work states at the outset
that it is " for the rambler, not the tourist, who is a very
" different person. The genuine tourist never rambles, he
" tours, and therein lies the fundamental and all-important
" difference. The world is full of tourists, some of them
" are rich and laden with much be-labelled boxes, some of
" them are poor-you meet them on the dusty highways,
" burdened with heavy knapsacks, hatless, coatless, with
" hot red faces, which they lift a moment in order to
" contemplate you lying in the shade of the trees. Rich
" and poor, all these people are '.touring,' and the tourist
" has only one object in life, to ' do ' something, to , get'
" somewhere, and to have the right to say he has 'done it,'
" or 'got there ' all on foot, or all in a motor car, or all in
" a first class sleeping compartment, just as his particular
" ambition tends."

With this, by way of preface in praise of Rambling, the
authoress proceeds, after giving a general description of
the Black Forest and its history, to give a pleasant and
picturesque account of a summer's rdmble taken by herself
and a friend in that delightful country, with its stately
pleasure resorts like Baden-Baden and Triberg, its mediaval
tor,vns like Freiburg and quiet villages like Gutach and
its homely 'cure places' like Rippoldsau. The Germans
are indeed to be envied such a charming playground and
they rnake full use of it. Other nations, rve are told,
prefer overcrowded Switzerland and an Englishman in
the Black Forest is rarely seen, which is a pity ; for without
subscribing to the authoress's opinion that not only can
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the Black Forest stand comparison rvith Switzerland but
that it is incomparable, there must be many who would

find in its quieter features and homelier life a pleasant

change after the standardized beauties and table d'kdtes

of Lucerne and Chamonix.
Therb are numerous excellent photographs and some

colour plates.

Tun WBsr RrorNc o!' YoRI(SHIRE.

Bv Josnen E. Monnrs, B'A.
(LoNooN: MntnunN & Co. pp. xvIII. and 569' 3s' 6d. net )

This is an excellent little book ; one to be carried in the

pocket of every rambler-it only weighs Io$ oz. It does

not pretend to be a guide-book with inns, distances, &c.'

but it gives in alphabetical arrangement a short description

of every place in the Riding that offers anythingof interest

in natural scenery, arciritecture or history. The author is
openly impatient of everything in the way of factory or

mine, although he has not hesitated to penetrate the "worst
part of the Yorkshire coalfield " to visit some ancient

monument. And he appeals to a rambler's heart when,

after demarcating the spoilt and the unspoilt beauties of
the Riding, he exclaims :-'' What matter if the bottom be

" defiled by ugly mills, if the highways be infested by

" vile electric trarnways, if the waters of the brooks and

"rivers run fishless and poiluted? Ah,'ays it is possible

" to escape from this corruption to the solitude and silence

" of the ridges."
For anyone who lvants an intelligent description of, say,

Fountains, Kirkstall or Rolton, Mr. Morris's book is

invaluabie, and before starting on a trip it is easy to look
out one's object and take the book along.

The author's leanings are on the whole perhaps towards
medieval architecture ; there is for example an excellent
and muclr needecl description of Harewood Castle and
Clurrch, but nothing about Harewood Hotrse; two pages

about Cowthorpe Clturc/t, but nothing <-'f the Cowthorpe
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Oah. He might also have let himself go a little more on
the side of the iiterary associations. Oakwell Hall, near
Birstall, is an interesting Jacobean house, but the gracious
spirit of Shirley Keeldar still lends it its greatest charm ;

Arncliffe, beautiful as it is for situation, deserves to be
remembered also as the Vendale of Kingsley's " Water
Babies," and Rylstonc as the home of Emily Norton and
the White Doe.

An unpleasant duty remains. I am forced from internal
evidence to conclude that Mr. Morris has never heard of
the Yorkshire Ramblers and their underground exploration.
This is easily remedied. He must be conducted along
Long Churn Cave and lowered into Helln Pot, and then
he will no longer say of it : " There is nothing to be

" seen save the yawnirrg mouth of a vertical shaft, down
" rvhich it is impossible to look." But it is only fair to
add that he corrsiders both Helln Pot and Gaping Ghyll
" infinitely grander than Eldon Hole in Derbyshire, though
" they may lack the literary associations of this last, and

" the mock heroic verses of Cotton and Hobbes." We
had hoped our /ournal had a wider circulation. But
speaking seriously, Mr. Morris has laid all lovers of the
West Riding under a deep <-rbligation and we thanl< him
for it. J.J.B.

Noors AND CoRNERS oF YonrsHlnn.
Bv J, S. Fr-BrcnBn.

(LoNDoN : Evnrnrcs Ness. pp. tx. and 3o4, with Map.)

Mr. Fletcher, who delighted so rnany lovers of Yorkshire
by his beautiful work " Picturesque Yorkshire" has now put
us still more in his debt by this handy volume. His plan is
to avoid, to a great extent, the " beauty spots " that are
in all the guide-books and to lead us rather to the little
corners of the cour"rty, familiar perhaps to us, but unknown
to strangers. The author deals rvith his subject by
routes-The Great North Road, the several rivers, the
Qoast, Sheffield, North-East Yori<shire, the East Riding-
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and of alt he has something new to tell us, avoicling

archaeological austerity but never descending to the mere

"chatty"iacility of sorne popular works' Many of our readers'

as Airedale men,must needs think well of one who speaks up

thus for Airedale '-" f'hen " (i'e', at Castleford) " has the

" Aire lost its character and is looked down upon by folks

" who rave about the clearness of the Swale or the Tees'
..Butforallthat,thebanksoftheAirehavesuchfeatures
" of interest that no man can say he knows Yorkshire

" unless he knows them." This is the spirit of the book and

we heartily commend it to our readers, although we have

to deplore the fact that Gaping Ghyll and Helln Pot

"r" ,r.u., mentioned' and of Great Almscliffe it is only

said " On the summit of it, a high point which commands

" a view of the country for miles and miles around, is a

" group of rocks which aPpear to have been the scene of

" bruiiical rites." Our activities have been misunderstood !

J.J.B.

TnB AIPINE SKr Clut Gutol:s'
TnB BnnNnsr Osnnl-aNo: Penr I'

BY Anuot-P H' M' LUNN'

(LoNnoN : floucp Mrnsnl.rl & Son' pp' vt' and r35')

Mountain Climbers have long found the pocket " Alpine

Guides " indispensable for their summer wanderings and

now we welcome the first English Pocket Guide for Ski

Climbers.
t' Ski-runners," as the author in his preface very properly

remarks, " who rely on guide-books based solely on summer

" mountaineering are liable to come to serious harm"' and

this work, besides its positive virtue of pointing out the

best routes practicable for ski, has the negative one of

warning ski-runners against routes which " though perfectly

" safe in summer are death-traps in winter'"

Mr. Lunn describes very fully ali the excursions lvhich

canbemadefromMontana,Kandersteg'Adelboden'
Zweisimmen, Gstaad, Villars and Chateau d'Oex' and also

the routes connecting these places which have been found
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practicable. In summer a rvantlering party may cross from
valley to valley and be sure of finding some kind of shelter
for the night, but in rvinter one must rnake sure that
there is an hotel or hut " open " before breaking cover
frorn one's well-warmed " rvinter-house " ; and this work
must, of course, be read along with the information which
varies from year to year, as to hotels, huts, &c.

We have neither the space nor the experience to say
rvhether the routes described are the best and can only
advise members of our Club (which has so recently added

ski-ing to its objects): Solaitur ambulando.
There is an excellent chapter on Avalanches, Snow

Conditions and Ski-mountaineering in general.
J.J.B.

' ON CAMBRIA.*,I AND CunrnRren Htrls.
PrlcnluecEs ro Sttowoox AND ScAwFELL.

Bv Hennv S. Ser-r.
(A. C. Frnrrr.o, r3, Clifford's Inn, E.C. r9rr. rs. od. net.)

The object of this little book-one with which every
Rarnbler will, or ought to, sympathize-is to emphasize
the fact that mountains, besides being the playground of
the climber have another function, viz., the culture of
" that intellectual sympathy with untamed and primitive
" Nature which our civilization threatens to destroy." The
author addresses himself mainly to the " small handful of
" enthusiasts whose coltcern with the mountains, as com-

" pared with that of the rock climber, is of a less

" venturesome but not less personal kind, devotees who

" have made it their pleasure to become intimately versed

" in the mountain lore and to whom the numberless moods

" and phases of the hills are more familiarly known than
" to many expert cragsmen."

The chapters dealing with the Snowdon rtassif and the
Scawfell district are written with intimate and sympathetic
knowledge, the result of 

'many years' experience of them

under all conditions, and the author slcilfully cotttrasts the
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charactcristics of the two groups :-" If angry grandeur, as

" has beerr said, is the feature of the Carnarvonshire
" mountains that of the Cumbrian Fells may be described

" as friendly grouping. IJnlike the proud oligarchies of
" Snowdotr and the Glyders we see here a free and equal

" democracy, a brood of giant brothers, linked together
" rvith rocky arrn in arm, and with no crorvned heads

" claiming marked predominance over their fellows."
In one respect, however, they are, he points out, similar;

for on every side except the east " their horizons extend to
" the sea and both possess the same great charm, lacking
" in the Alps and other continental ranges, of overlooking
" a coast line broken by shallow estuaries. where at low tide
" there is an expanse of gleamir-rg red sands with the plain
" of dim rvater in the rear."

The rernaining chapters which deal with the pleasures of
the Heights, the Barren Hillside, Wild Life on the lJills
and . Human Sympathies are full of charm and insight,
whilst that errtitled " Slag-heap or Sanctuary" is a strongly
worded argument against the vulgarization-an ugly word,
but ugly deeds call for ugly words-of the delicate beauties
of our strictly limited supply of mountain beauty. Some
part of this process may be checked by private effort, but
the author sees only one thorough solution of the problem,
and tlrat is to " nationalize such districts as Snowdonia,
" Lakeland, the Peak of Derbyshire and other public holiday
" haunts, and convert them into mountain sanctuaries under
" a council of mountaineers and naturalists and nature
t'lovers who understand and reverence them, with the
" instruction that they shall so administer their charge as to
" add to the present happiness and permanent wealth of the
It n"1iep"-an alluring if Utopian prospect. It would be a
step tor.vards it if the mineral, sporting and water rights
could be bought out.
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